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BIBLIOMETRICS 
^BiBfiomctrics 
BIBLIOMETRICS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Bibliometrics is a major sub-discipline of quantitative research. Bibliometrics 
is described as the quantitative analysis of publications for purpose of 
ascertaining specific phenomenon. It uses mathematical and statistical methods 
to measure the output of scientific publications .It incorporates the 
measurement of properties of documents, and document related processes. 
Bibliometrics, as a tool to measure scientific research output- has seen major 
changes over the last five decades and has emerged as an established field of 
research in library and information schools. Today, bibliometrics is one of the 
rare truly interdisciplinary research fields extended to almost ail scientific 
fields. Derek de Solla Price and Vasilij Vasilevich Nalimov are considered 
originators of the discipline. This is a tool used by the library and information 
science professionals for studying the communication processes, information 
flows and others for better understanding and effective management and 
dissemination of information. Bibliometric methodology comprises 
components from mathematics, social sciences, natural sciences, engineering 
and even life sciences. 
1.2 ORIGIN AND HISTORY 
The term bibliometrics has a recent origin. It was coined in 1969 by Alan 
Pritchard. But its usage and practice can be traced back to the 189()s. Before 
1969 it was either called 'Statistical Bibliography' or it had no title at all. 
Perhaps earliest attempt involving statistical methods for studying subject 
scattering may be found in Campbell's work, which is an example of 
bibliometric study under no name. The Second venture in this direction under 
no name is attempt of ''Cole and Bale's study on the "The Historv of 
Comparative Anatomy Part-I: A Statistical Analysis". It is considered to be the 
first bibliometric study, where for the first time in 1917. the expression 
'Statistical Analysis' has been used in the literature. Wyndham Hulme w as the 
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first to coin the expression 'Statistical Bibliography' in 1923 and later it was 
used by many others. Another milestone in history of development of such 
statistical studies is the work of Gross and Gross in the field of chemistry 
based on citations. After Wyndham Hulme, the term statistical bibliograph\ w as 
used by Henkle in 1938 in his article "The periodical literature of 
Biochemistry" and Gosnell in his dissertation in 1943, and later in his article of 
1984. Later Fusseler in 1948 and 1949, Raising in 1962. also claimed that there 
was potential utility of statistical bibliography as a method of analv/ing 
information needs. Barker in 1966 and Pritchard in 1968 and 1969 have used 
the term 'Statistical Bibliography' in their works. 
The historical development of the term statistical bibliography has been 
traced by Witting in a foot-note. Statistical bibliography originated from two 
terms, statistics and bibliography. In 1968 Pritchard analyzed the term 
'Statistical Bibliogrphy' and found it 
1) Very Clumsy 
2) Not Very Descriptive 
3) Confusing With "Statistics" Or "Bibliographies on Statistics" 
4) The term had been used only four times in the intervening near-half centur\. 
Hence Pritchard suggested another term that is 'Bibliometrics' in 1969 in 
preference to statistical bibliography. Hence, the term bibliometrics has a ver> 
recent origin. 
The terms 'Librametrics', 'Scientometrics' and 'Informetrics'are also in use in 
the literature. Bibliometrics is analogous to 'Ranganathans' 'Librametrics" 
Russian concept 'Scientometrics', FID's Informetrics and also to some other 
well established subdisciplines like 'Econometrics'. 'Psychometrics'. 
'Sociometrics' and 'Biometrics' where mathematical and statistical calculus 
have been systematically applied to study and solve the problems in the field of 
library science, history of science, informafion science, economics, 
psychology, sociology and biology respectively. 
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1.3 MEANING OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
The term Bibliometrics" has two roots: i) "biblio" and ii) "metrics"'. The term 
"biblio" is derived from combination of a Latin and Greek word '"biblion" 
equivalent to Bybl{os) meaning book. The word "metrics", means science of 
meter, i.e. measurement and is derived either from the Latin or Greek word 
"metricus" or "metrikos" respectively each meaning measurement. This means 
bibliometrics is the branch of science that deals with the study of behavior of 
information. Bibliometrics is the sort of measuring technique by which 
interconnected aspects of written communication can be quantified. 
1.4 DEFINITION OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
Many attempts have been made to define the term bibliometrics and its 
analogous terms since the use of term 'statistical bibliography' in 1923 by 
Hulme. 
According to Wyndham Hulme (1923), the purpose of statistical bibiiographx 
is to shed light on the process of written communication and to the nature and 
course of development of a discipline by means of counting and analysis its 
various facets of written communication. 
Raising (1962) defined bibliometrics as "The assembling and interpretation of 
statistics relating to books and periodicals to demonstrate historical 
movements, to determine national and universal research, use of books and 
journal and to ascertain in many local situations the general use of books and 
journal". 
Alan Pritchard (1968) defined bibliometrics as "Application of mathematical 
methods to books and other media of communication". 
D.T. Hawkins (1977) defined bibliometrics as "The Quantitative anahsis ol 
the bibliographic feature of a body of literature". 
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W.G. Potter (1981) defined bibliometrics as "The study and measurement of 
the publication pattern of all the forms of written communication and their 
authorship". 
I.N. Sengupta (1985) defined bibliometrics as "Organization, Classification 
and Quantitative evaluation of publication patterns of all macro and micro 
communication along with their authorship by mathematical and statistical 
calculus". 
Broadus (1987) defined that "Bibliometrics is the quantitative stud\ of 
physical published units or bibliographic units or surrogates of either." 
R.A. Fairthorne (1989) defined bibliometrics as "Quantitative treatment of the 
properties of recorded discourse and behavior appertaining to it". 
British Standard Institute (BSI) 
"The study of the use of documents and patterns of publications in which 
Mathematical and Statistical methods have been applied". 
1.5 SOME ANALOGOUS TERMS 
The terms Bibliometrics, Librametrics, Scientometrics, Informetrics and 
Webometrics are derived out of fusion of word "metrics" with bibliograph>. 
library, information science, and web. These terms are analogous, or rather 
synonymous in nature but their scope and major application involve different 
facets of library and information science. 
1.5.1 LIBRAMETRICS 
S.R. Ranganathan formally introduced the term 'Librametry' in 1948 at 
Aslib's annual conference held in Leamington Spa. Ranganathan suggested 
that it was necessary for librarians to develop "librametry" on lines of 
biometry, econometry and psychometry, since "many of the matters connected 
with library work and services involve large numbers". Librametrics includes 
mathematical and statistical method for analyzing library activities, result of its 
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services and library resources. He suggested the use of librametrics for. 
determining the optimum size of service library, design of library building, size 
of reading rooms. Classification and cataloguing also had scope for 
librametrics, such as use of sampling technique in testing the accurac\ of 
catalogue entries, determining most helpful facet sequence through statistical 
analysis of readers and so on. 
1.5.2 SCIENTOMETRICS 
The term scientometrics came to prominence with founding of journal 
Scientometrics by T. Braunin in 1977, originally published in Hungar\ and 
now in Amsterdam (Jean Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). Dobrov and Karennoi are 
considered first to coin the term scientometrics. They defined it "as 
measurement of informatics processes". 
Scientometrics is defined as the study of the measurement of scientific and 
technological progress. It provides understanding of structure of scientific 
activity, the discipline being researched and organizations involved. It follows 
methods of economics in the use of quantitative data, concepts and model and 
extensive use of mathematical and stafisfical techniques of modeling and data 
analysis. Hence, it overlaps bibliometrics to some extent. According to Vinkler 
Scientometrics is a scientific discipline devoted to all quantitative aspects of 
science and scientific research. Sengupta defined objective of scientometrics as 
to evaluate quantitatively the recent growth of any basic scientific discipline 
and factors responsible for steady increase in research activity in that area of 
knowledge in post war period". Main subjects of scientometrics are individual 
scienfific documents, authors, scientific institutions, academic journals, and 
regional aspects of science. 
1.5.3 INFORMETRICS 
The term "Informetrics" was first proposed by Prof. Otto Nacke of West 
Germany in 1979. The term was adopted immediately by VINITI. Through 
VINITI's persuasion term soon got agreement of International Federation of 
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Documentation (FID). Informetrics is described as "the stud} of the 
quantitative aspects of information in any form, not just records or 
bibliographies, and in any social group, not just scientists". (Jean M. Tague -
Sutcliffe, 1992). Informetrics incorporates both bibliometrics and 
scientometrics. Informetrics is a broad term comprising of all-metrics and 
studies related to information science. Informetrics seek to develop statistical 
and mathematical techniques to evaluate and improve the efficiencv of 
information services and their uses. Although the field of informetrics can be 
traced back to the first half of the 20"" century through the works of Lotka 
(1926) Bradford (1934) and Zipf (1949). The term was popularised b\ Blacken 
and Siegel{\919) and Nacke (1979) in the late 1990s. 
1.5.4 WEBOMETRICS OR CYBERMETRICS 
Webometrics or Cybermetrics are currently the two most widely adopted terms 
in library and information science. Almind and Ingwersen (1997) coined the 
term Webometrics. Webometrics can be considered as "the application of 
informetrics methods to the World Wide Web" (Almind & Ingwersen, 1997. p. 
404). According to Bjomeborn (2004) webometrics is defined as the studx of 
the quantitative aspects of the construction and use of information resources. 
structures and technologies on the Web drawing on bibliometric and 
informetric approaches. Lennart Bjomeborn and Peter Ingwersen has defined 
four main research areas of webometrics, (1) Web page content analysis: (2) 
Web link structure analysis; (3) Web usage analysis (including log files of 
users' searching and browsing behavior); (4) Web technology anaKsis 
(including search engine performance). 
Cybermetrics is the study of the quantitative aspects of the construction and use 
of information resources, structures and technologies on the whole Internet 
drawing on bibliometric and informetric approaches. (Bjomeborn, 2004). 
Cybermetrics encompasses statistical studies of discussion groups, mailing 
lists, and other computer mediated communication on the Internet including the 
Web. Cybermetrics includes both an Electronic-only Journal and a Virtual 
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Forum devoted to the study of the quantitative analysis of scholarly and 
scientific communications in the Internet. It is open to world-wide researchers 
to publish and discuss their findings. Cybermetric studies of such activities still 
fit in the generic field of informetrics as the study of the quantitative aspects of 
information "in any form" and "in any social group," 
informetrics 
r 
bibllometrics 
scienlometrics 
cybermetrics 
i 
webomefrics i 
Figure 1: Relationships between the LIS fields of informetrics, bibliometrics, 
scientometrics, cybermetrics and webometrics (Bjorneborn &Ingwersen). Sizes 
of the overlapping ellipses are made for sake of clarity only. 
1.6 SCOPE OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
According to Nicholas and Ritchie (1978) the scope of bibliometrics is "...to 
provide information about the structure of knowledge, and how it is 
communicated". They classified bibliometrics into two broad groups: 
1) Descriptive bibliometrics: These describe the characteristic or features 
of a body of literature and are also known as 'Productive Counts". 
2) Behavioural bibliometrics: The other type of study, that examine the 
relationships formed between components of a literature. 
Roland Stevens considers bibliometrics as a quantitative science and divides it 
into two basic categories: 
a)Descriptive Bibliometrics: It includes the study of the number of 
publications or productivity of literature in the field for the purpose of 
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comparing the amount of production during different periods or the amount 
produced in different subdivisions of the field. This kind of study is made by a 
count of the papers, books and other writings in the field or by a count of these 
writings which have been abstracted in specialized abstracting journals. 
Productivity count is divided into: 
i) Geographic 
ii) Time Period 
iii) Discipline 
Evaluative Bibliometrics: It includes study of literature used by researcher in 
given field. It is done by counting references cited by large number of 
researcher in their papers. Lherature count is divided into: 
i) Reference count 
ii) Citation count 
1.7 PURPOSE OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
Pritchard (1969) defines the purpose of bibliometrics as "to shed light on the 
processes of written communication and of the nature and course of 
development of a descriptive means of counting and analysis its various facets 
of written communication." 
Following purpose of bibliometrics can be identified: 
1) To find major form of literature. 
2) To identify country with greatest library output. 
3) To prepare a ranked list of journals 
4) To make comparison between the ranked journals. 
5) To identify authorship and its trends in documents of different subjects. 
6) To find out the chronological scattering of all cited literature. 
1.8 BIBLIOMETRIC LAWS 
1.8.1 Bradford's Law of Scattering of Scientific Papers (1948) 
Samuel Clement Bradford, a pioneer of bibliometrics gave Law of Scattering of 
Sciendfic Papers in 1948. He was a Chemist and Librarian at Science Museum. 
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London. Bradford examined two bibliographies prepared in the Science Librar\ 
on AppHed Geophysics (1928-31) and Lubrication (1931-32) in his paper 
"Sources of Information on Specific Subjects". He prepared lists of journals 
arranged by decreasing order of source items contributed by the journals to the 
bibliographies. He noticed that in each subject there were a ven. lew 
productive sources, large number of sources which were moderately productive 
and still a large number of constantly diminishing productivity. In the list of 
periodicals ranked by diminishing productivity, Bradford identified three 
groups of periodicals that produced approximately the same number of articles 
on the subject, but number of periodicals in these three equiproductive zones 
increased by a constant factor. He stated his law as follows "If scientific 
periodicals are arranged in order of decreasing productivity of articles on 
a given subject that may be divided into nucleus of periodicals more 
particularly devoted to the subject and several groups or zones containing 
the same number of articles as the nucleus when the number of periodicals 
in the nucleus and succeeding zones will be as 1: n: n^  " 
(Where n= multiplier) 
Bradford also plotted graphs of the cumulative number of source items R (n) 
versus the logarithm of the cumulative number of journals (log n). Ihe 
resuhing graphs for applied Geophysics and Lubrication were similar to the 
graph shown below. The graph is called as Bradford Bibliograph. 
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BRADFORD'S BIBLIOGRAPH 
R(n) 
Log n 
The graph begins as a rising curve API and then continues as a straight-line. 
The rising part of the graph represents the nucleus of highly productive 
journals. The points pi, p2 and p3 on the bibliography are the boundaries of 
three equiproductive zones in which the same number of articles as the nucleus 
(represented by OYl = yly2 = y2y3) derived from an increasingly larger 
number of journals (represented by 0X1, X1X2 and X2X3). 
1.8.2 Application of Bradford's Law 
Bradford's Law can be applied to following process of library: 
I. Checks Completeness of bibliography; Bibliography of any subject acts 
as a key to the list of literature published on a subject during a particular 
period of time. A bibliographer is supposed to compile the bibliography 
on any subject comprehensively. Bradford's law helps to check the 
completeness of a bibliography by analyzing the references and plotting a 
graph. If the bibliography is complete the graph will be a straight line 
with a nucleus indicating the completeness of the bibliography. 
II. Acquisition of periodicals: Every library has short of funds. B} 
Bradford's law, we can ensure the utilization of funds for purchasing onK 
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core periodicals in a subject area. This can be done by identifying the 
periodicals occurring in the core zone by plotting Bradford's bibliograph. 
thus supporting the management of library funds. 
III. Gives strength to Parito's law: Alberto Parito, an Italian economist gave 
the 80-20 rule signifying the distribution of wealth in the society. Later it 
was found to be applicable in the case of libraries as well. According to 
this law, in a library 80% demands of the users are satisfied by onh 20% 
of its collection. As such Parito's Law has a bearing on Bradford's law. 
This has been proved by the study of Eugene Garfield in the field of 
Science and Technology of ISI, Philadelphia, by analyzing Science 
Citation Index (SCI). 
1.8.3 Lotka's Inverse Square law of Scientific Productivity (1926) 
Alfred J. Lotka was a mathematician and supervisor of mathematical research 
in the statistical Bureau of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company from 1924-
1933. It was during this time in 1926 that his definitive work later called 
Lotka's law was produced. In 1926, Alfred J. Lotka, proposed his "Inverse 
Square Law" correlating contributors of scientific papers to their number of 
contributions. He claims that, a large number of the literature is produced 
by a small number of authors and it is distributed such that the number of 
authors productivity n paper is approximately proportional to 1/n^  
Author (1/n^) 
(Where n is number of contributions on articles) 
For this, he analyzed the decimal index of Chemical Abstract from 1907-1916. 
He collected 6,891 names of the authors contribution 1, 2, 3 etc. entries in 
literature. He plotted a graph on logarithmic scale between number of author 
and number of contributions made by each author. He found in each case points 
were scattered closely about a straight line. On the basis of this data. Lotka 
deduced a general equation, for the relation between the frequency \v' of 
persons making 'x' contributions s follows: 
x" y = constant 
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If n=2, then the result are as follows. 
It is found that number of persons making 2 contributions is about one fourth of 
those making one contribution, the number of persons making 'n' contributions 
is about 1/n^  of those making one and the population of ail contributions is 
about 60%. In other words, for every hundred authors contributing one article. 
about 25 will contribute 2 articles, 11 will contribute 3 articles and 6 will 
contribute 4 articles and so on. The observed figure for single article authors 
was 57.09% for Chemical Abstract data (6,891 contributions) and 59.2% for 
physics data (1,352 contributions). 
Tablel.l Ranking of Authors 
No. of Authors 
100 
25 
11 
6 
4 
No. of Articles 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1.8.4 Application of Lotka's Law 
Lotka's proposition led to a whole gamut of studies on scientific productivitx. 
Such productivity studies have gained momentum in the post-second world war 
period. This has led to the rise of a new discipline called Scientometrics. 
1.8.5 ZipFs Law of Word Occurence (1949) 
This law was given by G. K. Zipf in 1949. It is related with the frequenc\ of 
word occurrences. Zipf s derived his law from the Empirical law of Estoup. 
He said that there is a relationship between the rank of a word and its frequenc> 
of textual matter if the words are arranged in their decreasing order ot 
frequency of occurrence in a long text. 
This law states that, "in a long textual matter if the words are arranged in 
their decreasing order of frequency then the rank of any given word of the 
text will be inversely proportional to the frequency of occurrences of the 
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words". 
If 'r' is the rank of a word and ' f is its frequency then mathematicalh Zipt^s 
law can be stated as follows. 
r a (1/f) 
r f =c 
(Where c is a constant) 
He found that by multiplying the numerical value of each rank (r) b\ its 
corresponding frequency (f), we obtained a product (c) that is constant 
throughout its text e.g. 
Tablel.2 Ranking of Word Occurrence 
Rank (r) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Frequency (f) 
400 
200 
133 
100 
80 
Product (c) 
400 
400 
399 
400 
400 
The above table shows that the distribution of a word is inversely proportional 
to the frequency of occurrence of the word. 
1.8.6 Application of Zipfs Law 
Zipfs law can be effectively used in the generation of semi-automatic or 
automatic indexes useful for an information retrieval system. Its use has 
increased tremendously with the emergence of natural language indexing of 
textual matter especially in electronic form. Zipfs law provides a measure of 
the richness in vocabulary of an author. This technique can be used for 
deciding the correct authorship of disputed works. The law is also used for 
identifying words more frequently used in different foreign languages. 
1.8.7 OTHER LAWS 
Three other important laws are given below: 
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1.8.7.1 Price's Square Root Law of Scientific Productivity 
Derek J De Solla price gave this law in 1963. According to this law "Half of 
the scientific papers are contributed by the square root of total number of 
scientific authors." 
1.8.7.2 Garfield's Law of Concentration 
Eugene Garfield enunciated this law in 1971. This law states. "A basic 
concentration of journal is the common core or nucleus of all fields." 
1.8.7.3 Sengupta's Law of Bibliometrics 
Sengupta gave this law in 1973. It is an extension of the Bradford's law. 
It states "during phase of rapid growth of knowledge in a scientific discipline. 
articles of interest to that discipline appear in increasing number of periodicals 
distant from that field". 
Mathematically this law stands in the following from: 
f(x+y) = a+b log(x+y) 
Where f(x+y) is the cumulative number of references in the first (x+\) most 
productive journals, x indicate number of journal in the same discipline and > 
stands for number of journal of unrelated discipline (y>x) and a and b are two 
constants. 
1.8APPLICATION OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
Some of the areas where bibliometrics techniques can be applied are given 
below: 
1) To find out distribution of scientific articles by applying Bradford's law. 
2) To lead the reader to further studies in the field 
3) To identify research trends 
4) Assist in preparation of bibliographies. 
5) To identify users of different subjects. 
6) To forecast past, present and future publishing trends. 
7) To study rate of collaborative research 
8) To identify core periodicals in different discipline. 
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9) To formulate an accurate need based acquisition policy within the limited 
budgetary provision. 
10) To formulate accurate weeding and stacking policy. 
11) To study obsolescence and dispersion of scientific literature. 
12) To predict productivity of publishers, individual author, organization. 
country or that of an entire discipline. 
13) To design automatic language processing for auto-indexing, and 
abstracting and auto-classification. 
14) To identify authorship and its trends in documents on various subjects. 
1.9 LIMITATIONS OF BIBLIOMETRICS 
Bibliometrics like any other techniques is not free from criticism (Lancaster. 
1991). Some of the major problems and limitations of bibliometrics are: 
1) Bibliometrics study does not include the informal publications and 
communications. Hence, scientific development cannot be predicted 
properly. 
2) The bibliographical references, which are taken for citation analysis study. 
are not always standardized. This causes problem while ranking of authors 
on the basis of the frequency of their getting citations. For example. S.R. 
Ranganathan has been cited variously as Siyali Ramamrita Ranganathan. S. 
Ranganathan and S.R. Ranganathan. This may cause scattering of citations 
of same person-works. 
3) In case of collaborated authors, the cited articles appear only under the name 
of first author as listed in each article. Here name of individual contributors 
must be determined. 
4) Self-citations can distort the metrics. Self citation of single author 
publications can be determined and eliminated but in case of collaborated 
works, it is difficuh to find out the self citation of authors especially for 
authors in second or later positions. 
5) A serious problem of citation study is "Hello citations", where one author 
intentionally cites other author as only goodwill. It is not easy to estimate 
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such citations while ranking the authors on the basis of their citations. 
6) In some cases citations itself are not proper to the context of citing article or 
citations are incomplete. 
7) Occurrence of "Implicit Citations" is also problems of bibliometric siud>. 
Some of the established authors are not acknowledged for their work. 
although the work has been referred in thousands of articles. The articles 
referring the work do not provide bibliographic details of the source where 
referred articles appeared first. 
8) Variations and misspelling of author names, authors with same name. 
incomplete coverage of non-English publications. 
CITATION ANALYSIS 
1.10 CONCEPT 
Citation analysis is a technique of bibliometrics study of literature based upon 
some degree of relationship between citing and cited articles or documents. 
When one author cites another, a relationship is established. Citation analysis 
uses citation in scholarly work to establish links. Many different links can be 
ascertained, such as links between scholarly works, between journals, between 
fields, or even between countries. The first use of citation indexing was made 
in Shepherds Citation Index published in 1873. This technique of citation 
indexing has been perfected by Eugene Garfield and others since the earl\ 
1960's.The term citation analysis was first coined by Alan Pritchard in 1969. 
1.11 DEFINITION OF CITATION ANALYSIS 
According to J. Marfyn "Citation analysis is the citation or references which 
form part of scholarly apparatus of primary communication". 
According to Eugene Garfield "Citation frequency is measure of research 
activity or of communication about research activity". 
According to Broadus "True citation analysis is one which deals with works 
cited as having actually been used in preparation of, or having otherwise 
contributed to the source paper". 
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1.12 APPLICATIONS OF CITATION ANALYSIS 
Citation analysis is statistical method used for arranging cited material in some 
kind of rank or order. Citation analysis is often applied to derive following 
benefits: 
1) To lead the reader to further studies in the field 
This is the primary purpose of citations. Readers can verify the correctness of 
the information and thereby convince themselves. 
2) For the preparation of bibliographies 
It is a fact that compilation of bibliographies in new fields is really difficult. In 
such circumstances, analysis of citations of articles may be the only wa\ to 
gather information. The very fact that the citations have been verified. 
evaluated and recommended by authors who are experts in their own iields 
make them all the more acceptance for inclusion in a bibliography. 
3) To study the use pattern of different types of documents 
Citation given may be of books, journal articles, reports, standards, theses 
/dissertations etc. The relative use of each of these types can be ascertained 
based on the frequency of citations. For example, various citation studies ha\ e 
shown that journal articles are the most preferred source consulted by scientists 
since they constitute about 70-80% of the total citations. Similarly citation 
practices among social scientists indicate that they give equal importance to 
books and journals. 
4) To find out the relative use of different languages 
Since English has emerged as a world language, especially in science and 
technology, there is predominance of English language publications in all 
branches. This can easily be understood from citafion analysis. Citation 
practices have also shown that the relative amount of literature in difierent 
subjects produced by different countries changes with time. 
5) To find the use of literature from different countries 
From the citations, the country of their origin can be identified in all types of 
materials like journal articles, books, reports etc. In many subject areas. US 
publications are found to be used more heavily. Sengupta has identified the 
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leading role played by US journals in field of medicine, biochemistry. 
physiology and pharmacology, Journals of UK occupied the second position. 
but they come nowhere near their American counterpats in the frequencx of 
use. 
6) To study the scattering of subjects 
Studies about the dispersion or scattering of subjects in different sources as 
evidence by citation analysis have brought out interesting results, for example. 
a) Social Science and arts subjects show a wider scattering of publications. 
then the natural sciences. 
b) Research publications in technology show a greater dispersion than those in 
science. 
c) A new branch of science, especially an interdisciplinary one shows a greater 
dispersion than an older branch of science. 
7) To prepare ranked list of periodicals 
Ranked list of periodicals can be prepared by two methods: 
a) By actual citation counting and 
b) By counting the number of entries in indexing and abstracting periodicals. 
In the first method, the data is collected from the references cited in source 
articles. By studying the average number of citations, one can develop a list 
of cited journals in the ranked order. In the second method, the number of 
items contributed by different periodicals, during a specific period of time is 
calculated from the secondary sources and the ranked list is prepared based 
on the productivity of journals. Such ranked lists are very often used as 
guidelines in the acquisition of periodicals and other materials in the librar). 
8) To study the rate of collaborative research 
Collaborative research can be effectively measured from the number of authors 
in papers. Such studies can be conducted to understand global trends, national 
trends or trends in different subjects. Studies in this direction have indicated 
that collaborative varies from discipline to discipline, within the same 
discipline, from time to time, and from country to country. However, the extent 
of collaborative may not be revealed from the citations. 
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9) To decide the obsolescence rate of documents in different subjects 
Citation in subsequent literature and usage pattern in libraries are regarded as 
two indicators of the obsolescence of literature. Analysis of citations by age of 
the cited document can decay or obsolescence rate of documents, the concept 
of 'half life' has been borrowed from Nuclear Physics. Using this measure 
Burton and Kebler had suggested a range of half lives for different subjects. 
The fast growing subjects would have lesser half lives compared to established 
discipline. According to a study, the half life of Metallurgical Engineering is 39 
while that of Botany is 10 years. These times scales are highly useful in the 
planning of library holdings. 
Half Life 
The time during which one half of all the currently active literature was 
published. This literature becomes 'unused', but not 'unusable'. Unlike 
radioactive decay it does not become 'disintegrated but obsolescent. 
• Cited Half-Life : Journal 
The number of journal publication years going back from the current year 
which account for 50% of the total citations received by the cited journal in the 
current year. 
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CHICKEN POX (VARICELLA) 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chicken pox or varicella is an acute, highly contagious disease caused b\ 
primary infection of Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV), a member of the herpes 
family that results in blister like rashes, itching, tiredness and fever. Chicken 
pox and Herpes zoster are regarded different host responses to the same 
aetiological agent. It is a self limiting disease with life threatening and sc\ ere 
complication. Chicken pox is worldwide in distribution and occurs in both 
epidemic and endemic forms. Those with a suppressed immune system are at 
highest risk of serious complications. It is now believed to be the cause of one-
third of stroke cases in children. Chicken pox has been affecting people and 
causing numerous deaths for the past several centuries. It usually affects the 
children of age 5-9, but can affect people of any age. Inoculation of zoster 
vesicle fluid into children produces chicken pox and children who have 
recovered from zoster virus related infection are resistant to varicella. In aduhs 
it is more severe than in children. It is more common in the end of w inter and 
beginning of spring. It is more prevalent in temperate region. In the temperate 
climates, varicella is a childhood disease that is most common during ihe late 
winter and early spring. In tropical climates, the epidemiology of varicella 
seems to differ, seasonality is described less clearly and varicella among adults 
is common in these areas. This higher adult susceptibility may result from a 
lack of exposure to VZV, because of rural living conditions in the tropics 
where VZV circulates poorly or it may be due to high ambient temperature of 
the tropics, that inactivates VZV in cutaneous lesions thereby lessening its 
transmission potential. 
2.2 BACKGROUND OF CHICKEN POX 
The history of chicken pox in India dates back to the ancient times, as its first 
reference was found in The Caraka Samhita Sutra which had mentioned about 
both chicken pox and small pox. It is also known as Laghu Masurika in 
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India. In the 16th century, Giovanni Filippo of Italy identified the disease. 
between the years of 1510 and 1580. In the 17th century, the disease got its 
name from an English physician named Richard Morton. He gave the name of 
chicken pox to the disease, as he thought that it was a milder form of small pox. 
However, some people also believe that another English physician named 
William Heberden was the first person to discover the disease, in 1767. He also 
proved chicken pox to be different from small pox. The word chicken po.x is 
related to the corrupted Old English word, "giccin" that meant, "itching". Ihe 
disease was described as "no very great danger" and hence, as a "chicken" 
version of the pox. The word pox' meant curse, in the medieval period. For 
this reason, the people of that period used to think the disease as a plague 
brought upon the cursed children by using black magic. In India people used to 
mix chicken pox with the deadly small pox, mainly due to their ignorance 
about the disease. The Keralities called both the diseases chicken pox and small 
pox, by the same name of "Vasoori" in Malayalam. A lot of actions are being 
taken for eradicating the superstitions and blind beliefs about chicken pox. 
from the minds of people. 
2.3 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS 
2.3.1 AGENT FACTORS 
a) Agent 
The causative agent of chicken pox , V-Z virus is also called "Human (alpha) 
herpes virus 3". Primary infection causes chicken pox. Recovery from primar\ 
infection is commonly followed by the establishment of latent infection in the 
cranial nerves sensory ganglia and spinal dorsal root ganglia, often for decades. 
without clinical manifestations. When the cell mediated immunity wanes w'nh 
age, the virus may reactivate, resulting in herpes zoster on about 10-30% of 
persons. 
b) Source of Infection 
Usually in case of chicken pox, the virus occurs in the oropharyngeal secretions 
and lesions of skin and mucosa. Rarely source of infection may be with a 
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patient with herpes zoster. The virus can readily be isolated fromvesicular tluid 
during the first three days of illness. The scabs are however not infective. 
c) Infectivity 
The period of communicability with patient of varicella is estimated to be 1 -2 
days before appearance of rash and 4-5 days thereafter. The virus tends to die 
out before the pustular stage. 
d) Secondary Attack Rate 
chicken pox is highly communicable. The secondary attack rate in household 
contacts approaches 90 %. 
2.3.2 HOST FACTORS 
a) Age 
Chicken pox occurs primarily among children under 10 years of age. Few 
persons escape infection until adulthood. The disease can be severe in normal 
adults. 
b) Immunity 
One attack give durable immunity. Second attack are rare. The acquisition of 
maternal antibody protects the infants during first few months of life. The lg(i 
antibodies persist for life and their presence is correlated with protection 
against varicella. The cell-mediated immunity is important in recovery from V-
Z infection and protection against reactivation of latent V-Z virus. 
c) Pregnancy 
Infection during pregnancy presents a risk for foetus and the neonate. 
2.3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Chicken pox shows seasonal trend in India. It occurs during first 6 month of the 
year. Over-crowding favours its transmission. In temperate climates there is 
little evidence of any seasonal trend. 
2.4 TRANSMISSION 
Chicken pox is transmitted through direct contact between members of families 
and school classmates through with the airborne particles or the droplets 
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infection or by droplet nuclei of the patient. It can also be transmitted indirecth 
by contact with articles, clothing and other items exposed to fresh drainage 
from open sores. Patients are contagious up to five days (more commonK one 
or two days) before and five days after the rash appears. When the sores are 
crusted over, the person is usually no longer contagious. Also chicken pox can 
be developed as a serious complication of Pediatric Liver Transplantation 
(PLT).(3enn; Levitsky, Kalil et al. 2005).The portal of entry of virus is the 
respiratory tract. The virus can cross the placental barrier and can infect the 
foetus, a condition called as congenital varicella. 
Incubation period: Usually 14-16 days, although extremes as wide as 10 to 21 
days have been reported. 
2.5 SYMPTOMS OF CHICKEN POX 
Symptoms of chicken pox typically develop from 10-21 days after the initial 
exposure of chicken pox which is its incubation period. The main symptom of 
chicken pox is vesicular skin rash typically consisting of 250 to 500 lesions. 
Fever of average temperature 102°F may develop before or when the rash 
appears. These rashes (itchy blisters with fluid filled lesions) turn into scabs 
which don't usually leave a scar until they get infected or get scratched. 
Process usually starts on the scalp then at the trunk which is the highest area of 
concentration and finally in arms and legs. Blisters even appear in the eyelids. 
mouth, throat, genitals and other internal organs. On an average 250-500 
blisters appear in 3 or more successive waves which can be up to 5 days. 
Children with skin problems such as eczema may get more than 1,500 poxes. 
whereas vaccinated children suffering from mild case of chicken pox can even 
get less than 30 poxes. The rashes are superficial, unilocular; dew-drop like, 
pleomorphic; the different stages of rash-papules, vesicles and crust inay be 
seen simultaneously at one time, in the same area. Along with this an area of 
inflammation is seen around the vesicles. Patient commonly suffer from bod\ 
ache, loss of appetite, weakness, running nose, sore throat, photo sensitix it}. 
Symptoms such as anorexia, myalgia, nausea, fever, headache, sore throat, pain 
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in both ears, complaints of pressure in head, swollen face, malaise, and 
tenderness is observed in adults. Development of papular rash, followed by 
development of malaise, fever (38°C/100°F-42°C/108°F) and anorexia are seen 
in children. More severe symptoms are vomiting, diarrhea, headache. 
dehydration and worsening of asthma. Rarely cough, rhinitis, abdominal pain 
and gastrointestinal distress also has been reported. 
2.6 CLINICAL FEATURES 
The clinical spectrum of chicken pox may vary from mild illness with only fe\\ 
scattered lesions to a severe febrile illness with widespread rash. The clinical 
course of chicken pox may be divided into 2 stage: 
1) Pre Eruptive Stage: Onset is sudden with mild or moderate fever, pain 
in back, shivering and malaise. This stage is very brief lasting about 24 hours. 
In adults prodromal illness last for 2-3 days before rash comes out. 
2) Eruptive stage: in children rash is often the first sign that comes on the 
day the fever starts. The distinctive feature of rash are: 
a) Distribution : The rash are symmetrical. They appears on the trunk 
where it is abundant and then on face arm, leg in less number. 
b) Rapid evolution: Rash advances quickly through macule papule, 
vesicle and scab. Scabbing begins 4 to 7 days after the rash appears. 
c) Pleomorphism : Here all stages of rash (macule papule, crusts) can be 
seen simultaneously at one time in the same area. 
d) Fever: The fever does not run high but show exacerbations with each 
fresh crop of eruption. 
The virus commonly occurs in three stages: the macule, vesicle and granular 
scab. 
a) Macules: In this stage, development is very rapid (rash usually occurs 
within hours). The pimple-like lesions begin to cover the trunk and then spread 
to the limbs, mouth, scalp, armpits, upper respiratory tract and eye. 
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Figure 2: Stages of rash (macule, papule, vesicle, scab and crusts) 
b) Vesicles: At this point, the macules become blisters. The blisters can be 
either depressed or umbilicated (raised lesions with depressed centers). 
c) Granular scabs: The vesicles begin to break open and then start to scab 
over. The lesions form in crops and commonly occur successively. By the third 
day, all three stages can usually be seen on the body. The lesions are often 
accompanied by an itching sensation, causing the infected person to scratch.. 
arty cNckenpox rash - blisters 
"»* 
Figure 3: Blisters during early stage of chicken pox rash 
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1.1 COMPLICATIONS OF CHICKEN POX 
Although generally self limited, varicella may be associated with serious 
complications. Varicella pneumonia is the most common complication in 
adults. Estimates of its incidence varies, between 16to 25% in most reports. 
Risk factors for the development of pneumonia in adults with primary varicella 
include cigarette smoking, pregnancy, immunodeficiency. The mortalit> rate of 
varicella pneumonia is between 10-30% however in respiratory failure the 
mortality rate may reach 50%. Encephalitis is the second most common 
complication in aduhs, occurring in 0.1-0.2% of infected persons and has a 
mortality rate between 5-20%) . Other neurologic manifestations include 
meningitis, transverse myelitis, and cerebellar ataxia. Acute poly 
radiculoneuritis, acute sensory europathy, and even middle cerebral artery 
vasculitis leading to stroke are reported. Subclinical hepatitis and elevated liver 
enzymes is more common in adults and is frequently associated \vith 
pneumonia. Thrombocytopenia is also four times more common in adults. 
Along with this limb abnormalities, including absence or underdevelopment, 
abnormal brain development, mental retardation, scarring of the skin, e} e 
abnormalities may be present. (Bruel and ChabroUe 2006).Primary bacterial 
skin infection and secondary bacterial infection of skin lesions manifesting as 
impetigo, cellulites and erysipelas is the most common complication of chicken 
pox in children. The next most common complication in children that affect the 
central nervous system and include a disorder of cerebral portion of brain 
(cerebellar ataxia with wobbliness, dizziness, tremor and altered speech). 
encephalitis (inflammation of the brain with headaches, seizures and decreased 
consciousness, damaged nerves (nerves palsies) and Reye's syndrome- a 
potential fatal combination of liver and brain disease that is associated v\ ith 
aspirin. Along with these viral pneumonia, bone infection (osteomyelitis). Joint 
infection (septic arthritis), toxic shock syndrome, bleeding problem. 
complications of respiratory system, thrombocytopenic purpura 
rhabdomyolisis, chronic varicella and repeated attack are other complications. 
Necrotizing fasciitis, hepatitis, myocarditis, glomerulonephritis, acute 
pancreatitis are rare complications.(Tajunisah and Reddy 2007). 
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2.8 SHINGLES 
Shingles most common late complication of chicken pox caused by reactivation 
of Varicella Zoster virus- decades after the initial episode of chicken pox. After 
a chickenpox infection, the virus remains dormant in the body's nerve tissues. 
The immune system keeps the virus at bay, but later in life, usually as an aduli. 
it can be reactivated and cause a different form of the viral infection 
called shingles (scientifically known as herpes zoster). 
Many adults who have had chickenpox as children are susceptible to shingles 
as aduhs, often with the accompanying condition postherpetic neuralgia, a 
painful condition that makes it difficult to sleep. Even after the shingles rash 
has gone away, there can be night pain in the area affected by the rash. 
Shingles are most commonly found in adults over the age of 60 who were 
diagnosed with chickenpox when they were under the age of lyear. 
2.9 DIAGNOSIS 
The diagnosis of varicella is primarily clinical, with typical early prodormal 
symptoms, and then the characteristic rash. Vesicular fluid can be examined 
with a Tsanck smears, or better with examination for direct fluorescent 
antibody. The fluid can also be cultured, whereby attempts are made to growth 
virus from a fluid sample. Also examination of vesicle fluid under electronic 
microscope shows round particles. Blood tests can be used to identify a 
response to acute infection (IgM) or previous infection and subsequent 
immunity (IgG). Giesma stained scrapings from the lesions will show 
multinucleated giant cells. Serology is used mainly used for the 
epidemiological studies.(Bhave 2003). Prenatal diagnosis of fetal varicella 
infection can be performed using ultrasound, though a delay of 5 weeks 
following primary maternal infection is advised. A PCR (DNA) test of the 
amniotic fluid can also be performed. (Bhave 2003). 
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2.10 Treatment 
Varicella treatments for chickenpox are aimed at decreasing the symptoms. 
such as severe itching rather than disease itself. Frequent oatmeal baths can 
decrease the itching associated with chickenpox. Topical application of 
soothing lotions and moisturizers such as calamine lotion or any other similar 
preparation containing zinc oxide is used for the control of itching. Some of 
these topical applications are not to be used on the face or close to the eyes. 
Benadryl and other antihistamines can be helpful in controlling the itching. 
Acetaminophen (Tylenol), ibuprofen or paracetamol can be used to decrease 
the fevers and aches often associated with the initial presentation of the viral 
infection. 
l)Oral acyclovir (800mg five times daily for 5-7 days) should be considered 
for otherwise healthy persons at increased risk of moderate to severe varicella 
including those aged more than twelve since there is modest benefit from early 
treatment with acyclovir. Acyclovir is an antiviral medication which has been 
used to shorten the duration of the infection. Intravenous acyclovir is 
recommended for pregnant patients with serious complications of varicella and 
also is recommended.for immunocompromiced patients. 
2)Faiiicyclorir and valacyclovir have been liscensed for treatment of zoster in 
adults. Infections caused by acyclovir resistant VZV strains should be treated 
with parenteral foscamet therapy. 
3)Sorivudine, a nucleoside analogue has been found in few case reports 
effective in the treatment of primary varicella in healthy adults. The 
concomitant administration of corticosteroids remains controversial. But when 
used in addition to appropriate supportive care and early institution of anti\iral 
therapy, corticosteroids appear to be of value in the treatment of previoush 
well patients with life threatening varicella pneumonia. 
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4) OTHER DRUGS 
a) Brivudin (bromovinyl deoxyuridine) is a highly potent thymidine 
nucleoside analogue with selective activity against HSV-1 and VZV (Keam et 
al., 2004). 
b) Foscarnet (phosphonoformic acid) is a pyrophosphate analogue that 
functions as an inhibitor of viral DNA polymerase by blocking the 
pyrophosphate binding site (Wagstaff and Bryson, 1994). 
c) Vidarabine (adenine arabinoside) was the first intravenous antiviral drug 
accepted for widespread clinical use and was shown to be effective for VZV 
infections in immunocompromised patients. 
d)Interferon administration of alpha-interferon to immunocompromised 
patients with herpes zoster reduces the risk of viral dissemination, but has little 
impact on dermatomal rash healing or pain. 
2.11 Prevention 
Chicken pox can be prevented. It can be prevented in four ways. They are: 
1) Varicella Zoster Immunoglobulin (VZIG) given within 72 hours of 
exposure has been recommended for susceptible individuals particular!) 
immunosuppressed persons. 
2) Immunization: A varicella vaccine was first developed by Michiaki 
Takahashi in 1974 derived from the Oka strain. Immunization against this 
disease is carried in two ways-
a) Pre-exposure immunization: This is primordial prevention. Person is not 
yet exposed to the risk factor. A live attenuated varicella vaccine is available. 
As protection is not lifelong further vaccination is required five years after the 
initial dose. Also some articles refer that children should be given two doses of 
vaccine one at the 12-15 months of age, and one at 4-6 years of age. But. some 
authors refer that a booster dose is not required after the initial dose. A single 
dose of 0.5 ml is recommended for children from 12 month - 12 years of age 
b) Post-exposure immunization: This is primary prevention as the person is 
exposed to the risk factors but has not yet developed the symptoms. Varicella 
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Zoster Immunoglobulin (VZIG) should be injected within 72-120 hours after 
the exposure with the virus. This injection is not referred to all but onl\ a 
certain group of people such as: 
i)Neonates whose mothers develop varicella within the period from? da\s 
before to 7 days after delivery. 
ii)Immune compromised children & adults 
iii)Exposed non-immune pregnant women to reduce the severity of chickenpox 
& to reduce the risk of fetal transmission in those who develop disease. 
3) Hygiene measures: Hygiene measures should be taken care so that the 
patient does not develop secondary bacterial infection of purpura. 
4) Anti-viral drugs: Use of anti herpes medicines during early incubation 
period to prevent chickenpox is still debatable. Use of Acyclovir is effecti\e in 
prevention or reducing the severity of the symptoms and duration of s>niptoms 
if administered during early incubation period. 
5) Isolation and quarantine: Avoidance of close proximity or physical contact 
with the affected individuals during that period will prevent contagion. 
Contagion is by exposure to respiratory droplets, or direct contact with lesions. 
within a period lasting from three days prior to the onset of the rash, to four 
days after the onset of the rash. Therefore, isolating the affected individual is 
one of the effective measures to prevent chicken pox. 
6) Concurrent disinfection: The articles contaminated with the discharges of 
the affected person should be disinfected as they can transmit the disease. The 
chicken pox virus is susceptible to disinfectants, notably chlorine bleach (i.e.. 
sodium hypochlorite). Like all enveloped virus, VZV is sensitixe to 
desiccation, heat and detergents. 
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OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 
1.1 OBJECTIVES 
The present study aims at identification and description of some of ihc 
characteristics of the literature published in the field of "Chicken pox" o\ er a 
period of 10 years from 2003-2012. 
The main objectives of the study are: 
1. To find out the most productive country in the literature of "Chicken pox'". 
2. To find out most productive authors in the literature of "Chicken pox". 
3. To find out most used form of documents on "Chicken pox". 
4. To find out the most productive journals in the literature of "Chicken pox". 
5. To find out the language in which most of the literature on the subject has 
been published. 
6. To study chronological distribution of literature on "Chicken pox". 
7. To identify the validity of Bradford's law, Lotka's law and Zipf s law 
8. To identify most cited author in the literature on "Chicken pox". 
9. To identify most cited journal in the literature on "Chicken pox". 
10. To find out half life of the subject. 
3.2 METHODOLOGY 
This study is based on the PubMed (Publication of medicine) database. 
References of 2148 publications on "Chicken pox" for period often years i.e. 
from 2003 to 2012 were noted on excel worksheet. The methodology for 
conducting the bibliometric study is given below: 
1) Selection of Source Document 
To undertake the present study on the literature of "Chicken pox", the PubMed 
Database has been selected as the appropriate source of literature in the field of 
Medical Science. 
2) Collection of Data 
2148 references on "Chicken pox" have been noted on Excel-Worksheets from 
PubMed for year 2003-2012. 
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3) Analysis and interpretation of Data 
Analysis has been done on 2 levels. All the 2148 references were arranged and 
sorted in order to complete the following studies. 
Level-1: BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
On this level, publications were analyzed for following purposes. 
a) Ranking of Periodicals 
The main objective of this study is to identify the core periodicals containing 
the research literature on Chicken pox. To conduct this study, the items 
published in different periodicals have been grouped together and a ranked list 
of periodicals has been prepared. 
b) Country Wise Distribution of Publications 
This study has been conducted to identify the place of origin of the documents. 
All the counties were counted and ranked list of countries has been made. 
c) Year Wise Distribution of Publications 
In this analysis, year of origin of items have been studied to know the number 
of items belonging to a particular year. The data has been analyzed and 
tabulated to find out the most productive year of items. 
d) Language Wise Distribution of Publications 
This study attempts to analyze the language wise distribution of items. Since 
the source of documents (PubMed Database) is of international level, and has 
comprehensive coverage, thus articles are published in almost all languages of 
the world. For the purpose of language wise analysis, the entries have been 
grouped according to their language. After this, they have been counted and 
then tabulated in the form of a rank list of languages. 
e) Form Wise Distribution of Publications 
There are a variety of forms of documents in which literature on Chicken pox is 
published. These include articles, research reports, case report etc. This 
analysis has been done to know the major forms of documents. These have 
been tabulated to find out the most used forms. 
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f) Ranking of Authors 
This study has been conducted to know the eminent personahties contributing 
on Chicken pox. Ranking of authors is done to identify the most producti\ e 
contributors to the subject. For the purpose of ranking the authors, the 
information about all the authors was retrieved, arranged and tabulated in the 
order of decreasing frequency of their contributions. 
g) Authorship Pattern 
This study has been done to find out number of only single, only multiple and 
both single and multiple authorship pattern. 
Application of Bibliometric Laws 
Bibliometric laws were applied to the analyzed data to check their validit\. 
LEVEL-2: CITATION ANALYSIS 
On Level-2, the citations appended to the papers, were analyzed for following 
purposes. 
a) Ranking of cited authors 
This study has been conducted to find out most cited authors in literature ot 
Chicken pox. Citations of 100 articles were noted out of 2148 articles in excel 
worksheet. These 100 articles provided 2034 references. The information about 
all the authors was retrieved and tabulated in the order of decreasing frequenc> 
of their contributions. Then Ranked list of all the cited author was made. 
b) Ranking of cited journal 
This study has been conducted to find out most cited journals in literature ot 
Chicken pox. The information about all the journals was retrieved from 2034 
references and tabulated in the order of decreasing frequency. Then Ranked list 
of all the cited journals was made. 
c) Determination of Half life 
To find out half life of subject all the references were arranged chronologicalh 
and that year is evaluated where total number of citation becomes 50% moving 
back from the current year. 
4) Conclusion 
The last step is to conclude the findings of the study. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The data collected for the study has been analyzed on two levels 
1) Leve!-1: the publications have been analyzed. 
2) Level-2, the citations appended to the publications, have been analyzed. 
Level!: BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
Chronological Distribution of Publications 
Table-4.1 along with graph shows that the maximum number of papers were 
published in the year 2010 i.e. 232 papers, and the minimum appeared in the 
year 2006 i.e. 195 papers, during a period of 10 years (2003-2012). 
Table-4.1 Chronological Distribution of Publications 
YEAR 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
PUBLICATIONS 
218 
211 
214 
195 
219 
229 
196 
232 
226 
208 
2148 
PERCENTAGE 
10.15 
9.823 
9.962 
9.078 
10.2 
10.66 
9.124 
10.8 
10.52 
9.683 
CUMULATIVE 
PERCENTAGE 
10.148 
19.972 
29.934 
39.013 
49.208 
59.869 
68.994 
79.795 
90.316 
100 
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CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
PUBLICATIONS 
240 
230 
220 
b:2io 
u. 
O 
190 
208 
180 
170 
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
YEARS 
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Ranking of Authors 
Table-4.2 shows that in 10 years study of 'chicken pox' out of the 7.281 
authors, 6,169 have written 1 article, 679 have written 2 articles, 203 have 
written 3 articles and 81 have written 4 articles, 51 have written 5 articles each 
and so on. 
Among the authors Breuer J is the most productive authors with 49 articles 
whereas, Gershon AA is on the second rank with 40 whereas, Schmid DS and 
Seward JF share the third rank with 39 articles. Due to joint authorship the 
numbers of authors have increased. 
TabIe-4.2 RANKING OF AUTHOR 
RANK AUTHOR YEARS Total AUTHORS 
COLLABORATION 
IM 
Breuer J 2003(3),2004(2) 
,2005(5),2006(6 
),2007(6),2008( 
5),2009(5),2010 
(6),2011(7),201 
2(4) 
49 Abraham KG. Al Bassam M. Al 
Bassam MM, Andrews N. 
Annunziato PW, Antonello JM. 
Arbeit RD, Arnold BA. Arvin 
AM, Ayres KL. Bartlett P; 
Pediatric AIDS Clinical Trials 
Group 391 Team. Beisel CI'. 
Beninger P. Bernstein P. Belts 
RF, Bitar W. Boardman KI). 
Borkowsky W, Breuer ,1. Brooks 
PA, Brown AE. Brown Kl-.l 
Brunei! P, Chan CY. Chan IS. 
Chan K, Chang MW. Chen J. 
Chen J J, Cheney C. Cotton D.I. 
i 
Cowles R, Cowles RA. Crawford 
GE, Davis L, Davis LE. Dziura .1. 
Edwards KM. Esposito D.Fentinl 
T,Flynn P.Freedman A.Furuxal 
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Y,Galea SA,Gan L.Gans: 
HA,Gans HA,Gershon M,Gershoni 
MD,Gnann JW JrXiomez 
L,Goodman 
T,Greenberg 
MR,Griffiths 
JCHambleton 
R,Hayward 
N,Holodniy 
RP.Cireen 
RN.Griffin 
PD.Guatelli 
S.Harbeckc 
AR.Holabird 
M,Ip C.Irwiii 
MR, Jean-Philippe P.Johnsein 
GRJurgrau A,Kanda RK.Katz 
SL,Kauffman CA,Keay SK.Keitel 
WA,Keller PM.Keller PM 
Shingles Prevention Stud\ 
Group,Krinsky CKyriakides 
TC,La Russa P.L aRussa 
P,LaRussa PSXazar AA.Levin 
MJXi Z,Lobo Z.Loutit J.Low 
S,Macdonald S,MacGre2or 
RR,Manoff 
RR,Marques 
SL,Meglin 
DE,Morrison 
S.MacGregori 
AR,McDonald! 
M.MichalikJ 
VA.Muehlenbein| 
CE,Neu N.Neuzil KM.Niccolaij 
I 
LM,Nichols RA.Nowak B; 
Pediatric AIDS Clinical Trialsl 
i 
Group 265 Team.Oaklander 
AL,Oxman MN.Pachucki 
CT,Peduzzi PN.Petrukhin 
L,Quinlivan M.Ouinli\an| 
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MA,Quinlivan ML.Reichard 
R,Rentier B,Rolando L.Russa 
PL,Schmader KE.Schmid 
DS,Schneider WJ.Scott FT.ScuUy 
B,Seward JF,Shapiro E.Shapiro 
ED,Sharrar RG,Shaw A,Silber 
JL,Silber JL; Shingles Prevention 
Study- Group,Simberkoff MS.Son 
M,Song LY,Soto NE.Steinberg 
S,Steinberg SP,Stiles J.Straus 
SE,Sweet A.Tan Clone} 
JF,Vasquez M.Vazquez 
M,Vazquez M.Vessey R.Wang 
H,Wang M,Wang WW.Wang 
Y,Weinberg A.Williams 
HM,Wright PF.Yang S.Yeh SS. 
Zerbe GO, Zhang JH. Zhu Z 
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Gershon 
AA 
2003(1 ),2004(6) 
,2005(4),2006(2 
),2007(4),2008( 
7),2009(2),2010 
(7),2011(6),201 
2(1) 
40 Aaby P,A1 Bassam M, Al Bassam 
MM, " Andrews N, Aquilina J. 
Averbeck K, Averbeck KT, A\ res 
K, Barrett-Muir W. I^ate 
J,Bellingan G, Bonanni P.Booy R. 
Brissaud O, Brown D,Brown DW. 
Brown KE, Campins M. 
Chaudhry QL.Chisholm J.[ 
Chouliaras G,De Pontual L.j 
Eames I, Edmunds WJ. Essevaz-
Roulet M, Finn A,Flatt AJ 
Gershon A, Gershon AA. Gershon 
M,Glenn M,Gopal R.Goulleret 
N,Gras Le Guen C.Griffiths 
PD,Grose CGroves KC.Gryichol 
R,Hambleton S.Hau-Rainsard 
I,Heath PT,Heikkinei-^ 
T,Hryniewicz W,Jeffery K..feffer\ 
KJ; British Infection 
Society Johnson R W.Johnson 
RWJumaan A.Kafatos 
G,Kakourou T,Kanda RK.Kearns 
PR,Khan IH.Klenermani 
P,LaRussa P.Leca A,Leedham-
Green M,Leedham-Green 
ME,Levin MJ,Li Y.I.utsaii 
I,Macdonald S.Malavigej 
G,Manley S,Maple P.Maple 
PA,Matondo P.Mauvisseau 
E,McDonald SL.McElwainel 
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S,Millar CCMolyneauxj 
PJ,Nichols RA,Norberg 
P,Oaklander AL,Ogg GS.Olcen 
P,Papadogeorgaki 
E,Papaevangelou V.Parker 
S,Parker SP,Patel S.Peltola 
H,Picherot G.Pinot de Moira 
A,Pinquier D,Poulsen A.Poulsen 
AG,Poulsen A,Quinli\an 
M,Quinlivan MA.Quinlivan 
ML,Ramsay M,Ran H,Reinert 
P,Rentier B,Rodrigo CRousseva 
R,Rumke H,Russa PL.Sadzot-
Delvaux C,Sauerbrei A,Schmid 
DS,SGhmitt HJ. Schumacher 
RF,Scott FT,Sengupta N,Senterrc 
J,Seward J,Skinner R,Steinberg 
SP,Stephan JL,Taha Y.Taha 
i 
YA,Talukder YJalukdeij 
YS,Tang JW.Theodoridou 
K,Theodoridou M.Thir} 
N,Tunbridge AJ.Van-Damme 
P,Weil-01ivier C,Whcatlev 
K,Whitley R,Wilson P. Yaminishil 
K 
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Schmid DS 2003(3),2004(4) 
,2006(2),2007(4 
),2008(9),2009( 
5),2010(5),2011 
(4),2012(3) 
39 Anderson M,Arvin AM.Asghaii 
J,Audet S,Basham C.Baughman 
AL,Beeler JA.Behrman A.Bialek 
S,Bialek SR,Blanca H,Bohlke 
K,Boohene PA.Bostik P.Bostik 
V,Bostikova V,Braden Z.Breuer 
J,Bumett-Hartman A.Carroli 
CCarroll DS,Cartter M.Caumes 
E,Chaves SS,Chlibek R.Chun 
C,Civen R,Cohrs RJ.Cn\aro 
A,Damon IK,Dang T.D'Angio 
CT.Danovaro-HoUiday 
MCDayan GH,Debbag R.Dekker 
CL,Del Carmen Perego M.Deng 
H,Eremin V,Fiks AG.Fillet 
AM,Forke CM,Frey CR.Gacek 
P,Galil K,Galimberti 
D,Galimberti D.Gargiullo 
P,Gensheimer KF,Gershoni 
AA,Gilden DH.Gladden L.CJlased 
CA,Gordon ER,Gould PL.Grosej 
C,Grossberg R.Grytdal S.Guris 
D,Haber P,Hanovcova I.Harpazj 
R,Haselow DT,Heath K.Herrera 
A,Houston HJzurieta HS,Jackson 
LAJensen NJ.Judy RFlJumaan 
AJumaan AO,Karern K.Kluthe 
M,Koskiniemi M,Kruszon-Moran 
D,Kudish K,Lappalainen M.Lash 
R,Leung J,Levin MJ.Loparev 
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4 Seward JF 2003(3),2004(3) 
,2005(4),2006(5 
),2007(3),2008( 
15),2009(1),201 
0(2),2011(3) 
39 
V,Loparev VNXopez A.Lopez 
AS,MacNeil A,Mahamud 
A,Mankodi F.Mahamud 
A,Mascola L,McQuillan 
GM,Mehta SK,Menegus MA.Min 
AS,Molina M.Mombouli 
JV,Moore L,Moore T,Moundeli 
A,Mowrer A.Mullool> 
JP,Nambiar R,Norberg P.Ortega-
Sanchez IR,Owens P.Pahud 
BA,Panero MS,Parker AA.Perella 
D,Pierson DL,Piette JC,Pletcher 
J,Prieto S.Quinlivan M,Quinlivan 
ML,Radford K.Radford 
KW,Renwick M,Rey A.Reynolds 
M,Reynolds M A.Reynolds 
MG,Riedlinger K.Ritz 
L,Robinson D,Robo A.C4Rodrigo 
C,Rubtcova E 
Arvin AM.Black SB.Bohlke 
K,Broder KR,Brooks DR.Carbajal 
T,Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC).Cha\es 
SS,Chen RT: Vaccine Safely 
Datalink Research Group.Ching 
PL,Chun CCiven R.Clements 
KM,Cossen CK.Dano\aro-
Holliday MC.DeStefano F.fehrs 
LJ,Forghani B.Frenck RW 
Jr,Galil K.Gargiullo 
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P,Gensheimer KF.Gershon 
AA,Gordon ER.Goss 
MA,Grossberg R,Gunderman-
King J,Guris D,Guris D.Haber 
P,Hadler SC,Harpaz R.Hayes 
EB,Heininger U.Houston 
HJzurieta HS,Jackson LA,Judy 
RH,Jumaan AJumaan AO.Keen 
J,Kilgore PE,Kolasa MS.Kruszon 
Moran D,Lett SMXeung J.Leung 
J,Lieu TXoparev V.Loparev 
VN,Lopez A,Lopez AS.Luman 
ET,Marin M,Mascola L,Maupin 
TJ,McQuillan GM.Meissner 
HCMellen PM.Moore 
ZS,Mullooly JP.Nguyen 
HQ,Northrup J.Orenstein 
WA,Ortega-Sanchez IR.Perella 
D,Plott-Adams KK.Rasmussen 
SA,Reynolds MA,Riedlinger 
K,Rubtcova E,Rue A.Schmid 
DS,Schmid S,ShaiTar RG.Shefer 
A,Shields KE.Snider 
DE,Starkovich P.Temte JL.Van 
Loon , FP,Vazquez M,Verstraeten 
T, Walton K, Watson B, Watson 
BM,Watson TL,Weinmann 
S,Watson TL,Wilson E.Wise 
RP,Woernle C,Wu H,Yih WK.Yu 
0,Zhang J,Zhang JX.Zhang 
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Z,Zhou F 
Wutzler P 2003(7),2004(9) 
,2006(3),2007(5 
),2008(3),2009( 
3),2010(1),2011 
(2) 
33 Asano Y,Banz K.Bisanz 
H,Bischoff A.Bohn K.Bonanni 
P,Brandstadt A,Breuer J.Doerr 
HW,Egerer R,Eichhorn U.Farber 
I,Friese K,Gawellek S.Gershon 
A,Gershon M,Goertz A.Gross 
G,Gruhn B.Guthoft 
R,Hammerschmidt T. Harder! 
M,Hryniewicz W.Knuti 
M,Krumbholz A.Liesc J.Lopare\; 
VN,Luger C.Malin JP.Neiss, 
A,Papaevangelou V.Pau 
HW,Pawlak J,PhiIipps A.Plotkim 
SA,Prager J.Rentier B.Rubtcova 
E,Rumke H,Sadzot-Delvau\ 
C,Sauerbrei A,Schacke M.Schmidj 
DS,Sch6fer H.Senterrei 
J,Staginnus U.Staginnus U.Sugaj 
S,Timm A.Uebe B.Volimari 
J,Wagenpfeil S,Wassile\v S.Weil-
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Arvin AM 2003(4),2004(2) 
,2005(4),2006(1 
),2007(3),2008( 
3),2009(3),2010 
(4),20n(4),201 
2(2) 
30 
Olivier C,Wiesener N.Yoshikawai 
T,Zell R 
Abendroth A,Bagowski 
C,Bagowski CP.Besser J.BIau 
HM,Brady JJ.Che X.Chengj 
J,Cunningham AL.Dekker 
CL,Edwards KM.Fabel K.Gans 
HA,Gershon AA.Cjlaser 
CA,Graham B S.Grose C.Ha\ 
J,Heineman TC.Hinchlil'fe S.Ho 
MYJto H,Jones CD.Joubert 
L,Kaufer BB,Kinchington 
PR,Koh AL,Ku CC.Larussa 
PS,Levin MJ.Loparev V.Min 
AS,Moffat J.Moffat JF.Nasr 
N,01iver S.Oliver SL.Osterrieder 
N,Perrino J.Phanwar I.Ptacek 
J.Rajamani J.Reichell 
M.Ruyechan W.Santegoets 
SJ,Santegoets S.I.Sewardj 
JF,Shapiro 
MA,Slobedman 
E,Sommer 
E.Sharpj 
B-Slobedmanj 
M.Summer 
MH,Stamatis S,Steinberg SP.Sung 
P.Vlaycheva-Beisheim L.Vleck 
S.Wallace M.Wright Pl-.Wussow 
F,Zehnder J.Zehnder JL.Zerbonii 
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7 Sauerbrei A ^ 003(4),2004(5) 
,2006(2),2007(5 
),2008(1),2009( 
4),2010(2),2011 
(5),2012(1) 
29 
L 
Alain S,Bischoff A.Bohn 
K,Bonnekoh B.Bostik 
V,Brandstadt A.Breuer 
J,Eberhardt M,Egerer R.Eichhom 
U,Encke J,Eremin V.Farber 
I,Filusch A,Franke I.Gawellek 
S,Giese T.GoUnick H.Grillner 
L,Gruhn B,Grytchol R.Gut/.eit 
C,Hague R.Hanovcova I.Harder 
M,Hartschuh W.Jogi P.Kolesnik 
M,Konig W.Konstandin 
M,Koskiniemi M.Krumbholz 
A,Leca A,Loparev VN,Luger 
C,Lutsar LMorita 
CT,Papaevangelou V.Pawlak 
J,Peiser M,Philipps A.Prager 
J,Quinlivan M,Rafter\ MJ.Robo 
A,Rousseva R.Rousse\a 
R,Rubtcova EN.Sattler-
Dornbacher E.Sauer P.Schacke 
M,Schmid DS.Schmidt-Chanasit 
J,Schnitzler P.Schonrich 
G,Sengupta N,Splino 
M,Springfeld C.Stefanski 
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8 Cohrs RJ 2003(3),2004(1) 
,2005(1),2006(1 
),2007(2),2008( 
4),2009(1),2010 
(1),2011(5) 
19 
J,Stepanova V,Stockfleth| 
E,Stremmel W.Tischer 
KBJzaneva V,Uebe B.Ulrich 
M,Vankova OE,Wiesener 
N,Wutzler P,Zell R 
Azarkh Y,Brazeau E.Brown 
WD,Cohen Jl,de Martino 
M,Deitch SB.Dolken L,Eshleman 
E,Forghani B,Gardner CJ.Gilden 
D,Gilden DH,Golive A,GoiTii 
Y,Goto H,Graf LL.Gra> 
W,Greenberg B,Hall T.Hanlon 
T,Hausler M.Hurle> 
MP,Kamenkovich E.Katzan 
I,Kaufer BB,Kennedy PG.Lexy 
M,Liang Q.Lin R.Mahalingam 
R,Mehta SK,Mueller NH.Nagel 
M,Nagel MA,Nair S.Nau 
R,Osterrieder N.Ostrow 
LW,Owens GP.Pierson 
DL,Pugazhenthi S.Quan 
D,Russman AN,Safdieh JE.Sara\ a 
T,Saraya T,Schmid DS.Shahzad 
A,Smith J.Tischer BK.Ueno 
M,Velmurugan K.Wada 
H,Wellish M.Wellish 
MCYamanishi K.Zhou F.Shearer 
AJ,Terborg C 
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9 KjildenDH 2003(4),2004(1) 
,2005(2),2006(2 
),2007(4),2008( 
4),2009(1),2011 
(1) 
19 Alleman SJ,Baranello G.Batocchii 
AP,Brazeau E.Browni 
WD,Caggiula M,Cohen Jl.Cohrsi 
RJ,Colosimo C.de Martinoi 
M,Deitch SB,Della Marcc^  
GD,Forghani B.l risullo] 
G,Gardner CJ.Gomi Y.Gotoj 
H,Graf LL,Greenberg B.Hausleri 
M,Hurley MP,Kamenko\ ich| 
E,Katzan IXevy M,Lin R.Lorinoi 
R,Mahalingam R.Mariottii 
P,McAdoo A.Mehta SK.Mueller, 
NH,Nagel MA,Nair S.Nau 
R,Ostrow LW,Owens GP.Pierson| 
i 
DL,Pugazhenthi S,Quan D.Ribkaj 
EP,Russman AN.Safdiehj 
JE,Sanford R,Saraya I.Schiller 
A,Schiller A,Shearer A.I.Smith 
J,Terborg C.Tonali PA.Traina-| 
Dorge V,Ueno M.Valentini| 
P,Wada H,Wellish M.Wellish 
MCWhite TM.Yamanishi K 
10 Jumaan AO 2003( 1 ),2004(4) 
,2005(6),2006(3 
),2008(2),2009( 
1),2010(2) 
19 Belongia EA.Berger NR.Black 
SB,Bohlke K,Braden Z,Brooks 
DR,CaiToll DS.Chaves SSXhen 
RT; Vaccine Safety Datalink 
Research Group,Ching PL.C"i\en 
R,Clements KM.Damon 
IK,Danovaro-Hol]iday MC.De 
AK,DeStefano F.Donahue 
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JG,Galil K,Gargiullo P.Gargiullo 
PM,Gensheimer KF.Gladden 
L,Gordon HR.Green 
CE,Gundernian-King J.Guris 
D,Haddad MB.Harpaz R.Haselow 
DT,Hayes EB,Hill MB.Izurieta 
HS,Jackson LA,Judy RH.Karem 
K,Keen J,Kieke BA.Lash R.Lett 
SM,Loparev VN.Lopez 
AS,Luman ET,MacNeil A.Marin 
M,Mascola 
L,McCauley 
PM,Mombouli 
T,Moore 
A,Mullooly 
L.Mascola 
JS.Mellen 
JV.Moore 
ZS.Moundel 
JP.Nsuxen 
HQ,Northrup J,Pavia Al.Perella 
D,Plott-Adams KK.Reynolds 
MA,Reynolds MG.Rolis 
RT,Schmid DS,Seward JF.Shefer 
A,Snow SL.Verstraeten T.Watson 
BM,Winston CA,Woernle C.Yih 
WK,Yu 0,Zhang JX.Zhang| 
Z,Zhou F,Zimmerman L 
11 Mahalinga 
mR 
2003(1 ),2004(1) 
,2005(1 ),2007(4 
),2008(2),2009( 
3),2010(2),2011 
(4),2012(1) 
19 Alleman SJ.Brazeau F.Brown 
WD,Cohrs RJ,de Martinol 
M,Deharo ILl-ngelmannj 
F,Forghani B,Gardner CJ.Gildenj 
D,GiIden DH,Golive A.Gravi 
W,Hall T,Hausler M.Katzam 
I,Kaufer BB.Legasse A.Le\\ 
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M,Liang Q,Lorino R.McAdoo 
A,Messaoudi I,Mueller NH,Nagel 
MA,Nair S.Nau R.Osterhaus 
AD,Osterrieder N.ONvens 
GP,Planer S,Pugazhenthi S.Ribka 
EP,Russman AN.Safdieh 
JE,Sanford R,Saraya T.Schiller 
A,Singletary ML.Smith J.Terhorg 
C,Tischer BK.Traina-Dorge 
V,Ueno M.van Amerongen G.van 
Amerongen G,Wellish M.Wellish 
MCZhou F 
12 Asano Y 2003(5),2004(1) 
,2005(1 ),2007(1 
),2008(4),2010( 
1),2011(2),2012 
^1) 
16 Akiyama M.Amo K.Arita 
M,Asada H3aba K.Funahashi 
K,Gotoh K,Higa K,Higashimolo 
Y,Ichinose Y,Ihira M.lnoue 
SJwanaga MJwasaki H.Kamiya 
H,Kato M,Kawabe S.Kumagai 
T,Maeda K,Miyagawa H.Muraki 
R,Nagai T,Nakano T.Nishimurai 
N,Nishiyama Y,Ochi S.Ohashii 
M,Ohta A,Okada S,Okamotoj 
S,Okuno Y.Otsuka T.Ozaki 
T,Plotkin SA,Rentier B,Sadzot-
Delvaux C.Sasaki K.Sato 
H,Shimokata K,Shiraki K.Suga 
S,Suzuki K.Takahashi 
M.Takahashi T.Takamizawa 
A,Takamizawa A,Torigoe S.Tsuji 
T,Usui C.Wutzler P.Yamanishi 
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K,Yanagi K,Yokochi T,Yoshida 
Y,Yoshikawa K,Yoshikawa T 
13 Levin MJ 2003(1),2005(2) 
,2006(2),2007(2 
),2008(2),2009( 
2),2010(4) 
15 Abraham KCAnnunziato 
PW,Arbeit RD.Bartlett P: 
Pediatric AIDS Clinical Trials 
Group 391 Team.Beisel 
CE,Boardman KD.Brooks 
PA,Brunell P.Chan CY.Chan 
IS,Chan K,Cheney C.Colton 
DJ,Crawford GE.Devoll-Zabrocki 
A,Fentin T,Fleckten Bl .(iclb 
LD,Gershon AA.Gnann .IW 
Jr,Goodman RP,Green T.Griffiths 
PD,Guatelli JC.Holodniy M.Irwin 
MRJohnson GR.Kauffman 
CA,Keay SK.Keitel WA.Keller 
PM; Shingles Prevention Study 
Group,Kochanowicz S.Krause 
PR,Kyriakides TC.LaRussa 
PS„Lobo Z.Loutit J.MacGregor 
RR,Manoff S.Marques 
AR,Morrison VA.Nowak B; 
Pediatric AIDS Clinical Trials 
Group 265 Team.Oaklander 
AL,Pachucki CT.Patel A.Patell 
A,Petrukhin L.Schmadeii 
KE,Schmid DS.Seipel KR.Shav\i 
A,Silber JL.Silber JL; Shingles 
Prevention Study Group.Soto 
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NE,Steinberg SP,Straus SE.Tan 
C,Toney JF.Vessey R.Wang 
H,Wang WW,Wang Y.Williams 
HM,Yeh SS,Zhang JH 
6 Authors contributed 13 articles each. 
3 Authors contributed 12 articles each. 
6 Authors contributed 11 articles each. 
6 Authors contributed 10 articles each. 
8 Authors contributed 9 articles each. 
15 Authors contributed 8 articles each. 
20 Authors contributed 7 articles each. 
21 Authors contributed 6 articles each. 
51 Authors contributed 5 articles each. 
81 Authors contributed 4 articles each. 
203 Authors contributed 3 articles each. 
679 Authors contributed 2 articles each. 
6169 Authors contributed 1 article each. 
AUTHORSHIP PATTERN 
Multiple authorship is a characteristics feature of modem science and there has 
been consistent trend towards increased collaboration in all the branches of 
science. 
Table-4.3(a) shows that during this period 2003-2012. out of total 7281 
authors, 7053 authors have worked in only multiple authorship: 71 authors 
have worked in both single and multiple authorship; while 157 authors have 
worked in single authorship only. 
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Table-4.3(a) AUTHORSHIP PATTERN (2003-2012) 
AUTHORSHIP 
ONLY SINGLE 
AUTHORSHIP 
SINGLE AND 
MULTIPLE 
AUTHORSHIP 
ONLY MULTIPLE 
AUTHORSHIP 
NUMBER OF 
AUTHORS 
157 
71 
7053 
NUMBER OF 
PUBLICATIONS 
CONTRIBVTED 
172 
541 
1435 
Table-4.3(b) along with graph shows that single authorship is highest that is 37 
in 2003 and 2005 and lowest that is 14 in 2012. Multiple authorship is highest 
in 2011 that is 211 and lowest that is 167 in 2006. 
Table-4.3(b) AUTHORSHIP PATTERN 
YEAR 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
TOTAL 
SING 
LE 
37 
33 
37 
28 
32 
36 
18 
28 
15 
14 
278 
PERCENTAGE 
13.309 
11.87 
13.309 
10.071 
11.51 
12.949 
6.474 
10.071 
5.395 
5.035 
MULTIPL 
E 
181 
178 
177 
167 
187 
193 
178 
204 
211 
194 
1870 
PERCENTAG 
E 
9.679 
9.518 
9.465 
8.93 
10 
10.32 
9.518 
10.909 
11.283 
10.374 
TOT 
AL 
218 
211 
214 
195 
219 
229 
196 
232 
226 
208 
2148 
CIMILATIVT 
PERCF^TA(,^ 
10.148 
19.972 
29.934 
39.013 
49.208 
59.869 
68.994 
79.795 
90.316 
100 
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AUTHORSHIP PATTERN(2003-2012) 
250 
200 
150 
o 
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E 
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mn^ i * « * 
RANKING OF JOURNALS 
762 journals were analyzed in relation to their productivity. The more 
frequently published journal, consulted by scientists working on the subject 
'chicken pox' were identified and the ranked list of journals was prepared by 
decreasing productivity. 
Table-4.4 shows that the 'Vaccine' is the most productive journal. It comes 
out to be on 1 Rank with 94 articles out of 2148 articles i.e. (4.376%) of the 
total. Second Rank is occupied by 'The Pediatric infectious disease journal' 
with 82 articles and (3.817%).Third Rank is occupied by "The Journal of 
infectious diseases' with 69 articles and (3.212%) respectively. "Pediatrics" 
constitute around 1.955% of the total literature and so on. 
Table-4.4 RANKING OF JOURNALS 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
JOURNAL 
Vaccine 
The Pediatric 
infectious disease 
journal 
The Journal of 
infectious 
diseases 
Pediatrics 
Journal of 
virology 
YEAR 
2003(10), 2004(10), 
2005(7), 2006(9). 
2007(7), 2008(8), 
2009(8), 2010(11). 
2011(15), 2012(9), 
2003(5), 2004(8). 
2005(8), 2006(10), 
2007(7), 2008(7), 
2009(7), 2010(13), 
2011(6), 2012(11), 
2003(5), 2004(3), 
2005(5), 2006(2). 
2007(4), 2008(38), 
2010(3), 2011(5). 
2012(4), 
2003(3), 2004(5), 
2005(6), 2006(4), 
2007(8), 2008(4), 
2009(3), 2010(2), 
2011(4), 2012(3), 
2003(4), 2004(2), 
2005(4), 2006(3), 
2007(3), 2008(1), 
2009(4), 2010(5), 
2011(2), 2012(5), 
TOTAL 
94 
82 
69 
42 
33 
PERCENTAGE 
4.376 
3.817 
3.212 
1.955 
1.536 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Journal of 
clinical virology : 
the official 
publication of the 
Pan American 
Society for 
Clinical Virology 
Journal of 
medical virology 
Epidemiology 
and infection 
Archives of 
disease in 
childhood 
Archives of 
pediatrics 
The New 
England journal 
of medicine 
European journal 
of pediatrics 
Journal of 
clinical 
microbiology 
Human vaccines 
2003(2), 2004(2), 
2005(1), 2006(5), 
2007(2), 2008(3), 
2009(4), 2010(6), 
2011(2), 2012(5), 
2003(13 
2005(2). 
2007(2). 
2009(3) 
2011(1) 
2003(2) 
2005(1) 
2008(1) 
2010(4) 
2012(1) 
2003(2) 
2005(1) 
2007(3) 
2009(2) 
2012(4) 
2003(2) 
2005(5) 
2007(3) 
2010(1) 
2012(1) 
2003(4) 
2005(8) 
2008(1) 
2010(1) 
2003(2) 
2005(2) 
2007(1) 
2010(2) 
2012(1) 
2003(1) 
2005(4) 
2007(2) 
2009(2) 
2011(1) 
2005(1) 
2008(1) 
2010(4) 
), 2004(2), 
2006(2). 
2008(2), 
2010(1). 
2012(1), 
2004(5), 
2007(3), 
2009(2), 
2011(5), 
2004(1). 
2006(1), 
2008(3), 
2011(5), 
2004(3), 
2006(2), 
2009(4), 
2011(1), 
2004(2), 
2007(5), 
2009(1), 
2004(2). 
2006(5), 
2008(3). 
2011(1). 
2004(3). 
2006(2). 
2008(2), 
2010(1). 
,2012(1), 
2006(1). 
2009(6). 
,2011(4), 
32 
29 
24 
22 
22 
22 
19 
19 
17 
1.489 
1.35 
1.117 
1.024 
1.024 
1.024 
0.884 
0.884 
0.791 
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15 
16 
Anales de 
pediatria: 
publicacion 
oficial de la 
Asociacion 
Espanola de 
Pediatria (A E P 
), 
Herpes : the 
journal of the 
IHMF 
2003(2), 
2005(1), 
2008(2), 
2010(1), 
2012(1), 
2004(4). 
2006(2). 
2009(1), 
2011(1). 
2003(1), 
2005(3), 
2007(6), 
2004(1). 
2006(4). 
15 
15 
0.698 
0.698 
17 Infection control 
and hospital 
epidemiology : 
the official 
journal of the 
Society of 
Hospital 
Epidemiologists 
of America 
2003(3), 
2006(1), 
2008(2), 
2010(1), 
2004(3), 
2007(2), 
2009(2). 
14 0.65 
18 Clinical 
infectious 
diseases : an 
official 
publication of the 
Infectious 
Diseases Society 
of America 
2004(4), 2005(1), 
2006(3), 2007(2), 
2010(1), 2011(2), 
13 0.605 
19 Current topics in 
microbiology and 
immunology 
2010(12), 12 0.558 
20 Journal of 
paediatrics and 
child health 
2003(2), 
2005(3), 
2007(1), 
2009(3), 
2004(1). 
2006(1), 
2008(1). 
12 0.558 
21 MMWR 
Morbidity and 
mortality weekly 
report 
2003(2), 
2005(2), 
2012(2), 
2004(1). 
2006(5), 
12 0.558 
22 The journal of 
infection 
2003(1), 
2005(2), 
2008(2), 
2011(2), 
2004(1). 
2007(2). 
2010(2). 
12 0.558 
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. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Medecine et 
maladies 
infectieuses 
Scandinavian 
journal of 
infectious 
diseases 
Journal of 
virological 
methods 
Nederlands 
tijdschrift voor 
geneeskunde 
Przegla, d 
epidemiologiczny 
The Journal of 
family practice 
The Medical 
journal of 
Australia 
2004(1), 2005(1), 
2006(1), 2007(2), 
2009(3), 2010(1), 
2011(1), 2012(1), 
2003(3), 2005(1). 
2006(1), 2008(3). 
2009(1), 2010(2), 
2003(2), 2004(1), 
2005(1), 2007(1), 
2008(1), 2009(2), 
2010(1), 2011(1), 
2003(1), 2004(1), 
2006(2), 2007(2). 
2008(1), 2009(1), 
2011(1), 2012(1), 
2004(3), 2005(1). 
2009(2), 2010(2). 
2011(1), 2012(1), 
2003(1), 2004(1). 
2005(1), 2006(2). 
2007(1), 2008(1), 
2010(2), 2011(1), 
2004(1), 2005(3), 
2009(2), 2010(2). 
2011(1), 2012(1), 
11 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
0.512 
0.512 
0.465 
0.465 
0.465 
0.465 
10 ' 0.465 
1 
10 Periodical published 9 articles each 
13 Periodical published 8 articles each 
8 Periodical published 7 articles each 
13 Periodical published 6 articles each 
17 Periodical published 5 articles each 
32 Periodical published 4 articles each 
59 Periodical published 3 articles each 
146 Periodical published 2 articles each 
435 Periodical published 1 article each 
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Language wise Distribution of Publication 
Table-4.5 along with graph shows the language wise distribution of papers. 
English is the most prominent language with 1817 total publication of the 
subject 'chicken pox' over the period often years (2003-2012). French is on 
second rank with total 88 and Spanish is on the third rank with total 74. 
TabIe-4.5 LANGUAGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
LANGUAGE 
English 
French 
Spanish 
German 
Japanese 
Chinese 
Polish 
Italian 
Dutch 
Russian 
Portuguese 
Danish 
Hebrew 
Romanian 
Swedish 
Turkish 
Hungarian 
Czech 
Croatian 
Serbian 
Thai 
TOTAL 
1817 
88 
74 
38 
25 
22 
16 
12 
11 
8 
7 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
I 
PERCENTAGE 
84.59 
4.096 
3.445 
1.769 
1.163 
1.024 
0.744 
0.558 
0.512 
0.372 
0.325 
0.232 
0.186 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.046 
0.046 
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22 
23 
24 
25 
Finnish 
Icelandic 
Korean 
Norwegian 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
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LANGUAGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS 
• Chinese 
H Dutch 
M German 
H Italian 
i i Polish 
u Serbian 
y Turkish 
• Croatian 
H English 
• Hebrew 
• Japanese 
i i Portugese 
H Spanish 
H Czech 
• Finnish 
H Hungarian 
y Korean 
y Romanian 
y Swedish 
• Danish 
• French 
y Icelandic 
• Norwegian 
y Russian 
yJhai 
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Country wise Distribution of Publications 
Table-4.6 along with graph shows the language wise distribution of papers. 
America is the most productive country with total 786 publication of the 
subject 'chicken pox', United kingdom is on second rank with total 184 and 
France is on the third rank with total 115. 
Table-4.6 COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
COUNTRY* 
America 
United kingdom 
France 
Germany 
Spain 
China 
Japan 
Italy 
Turkey 
India 
Australia 
Israel 
Netherland 
Belgium 
Switzerland 
Poland 
Malaysia 
South Africa 
Saudi Arabia 
Greece 
Ireland 
Thailand 
TOTAL 
786 
184 . 
115 
108 
86 
79 
79 
76 
50 
49 
45 
38 
38 
24 
21 
19 
17 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
PERCENTAGE 
36.592 
8.566 
5.353 
5.027 
4.003 
3.677 
3.677 
3.538 
2.327 
2.281 
2.094 
1.769 
1.769 
1.117 
0.977 
0.884 
0.791 
0.744 
0.744 
0.744 
0.698 
0.698 
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23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
Sweden 
Finland 
Iran 
North Korea 
Pakistan 
Austria 
Czech Republic 
Croatia 
Denmark 
Egypt 
Hungary 
Kuwait 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Sri Lanka 
Oman 
Russia 
Slovenia 
South Korea 
Serbia 
Indonesia 
Lebanon 
Nepal 
Philippines 
UAE 
Sudan 
Tunisia 
Belarus 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Bulgaria 
13 
9 
9 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0.605 
0.418 
0.418 
0.418 
0.372 
0.325 
0.325 
0.279 
0.279 
0.279 
0.232 
0.232 
0.232 
0.232 
0.186 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
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53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
* Above 
Iceland 
Iraq 
Jordan 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Portugal 
Romania 
Syria 
Zimbabwe 
Nigeria 
data is according to Institutiona 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
ization of Principle Author. 
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COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS 
• America 
• Belarus 
• Bulgaria 
• Czech Republic 
• Finland 
• Greece 
• India 
• Iraq 
• Italy 
• Kuwait 
• Luxembourg 
• Netherland 
B North Korea 
• Pakistan 
M Portugal 
u Saudi Arabia 
^ South Africa 
M Sri Lanka 
y Switzerland 
u Tunisia 
u United kingdom 
• Australia 
• Belgium 
• China 
• Denmark 
• France 
H Hungary 
• Indonesia 
B Ireland 
• Japan 
B Lebanon 
• Malaysia 
w New Zealand 
• NonA/ay 
u Philippines 
B Romania 
M Serbia 
B South Korea 
ySudan 
B Syria 
u Turkey 
u Zimbabwe 
• Austria 
• Bosnia and Herzegovina 
B Croatia 
B Egypt 
B Gennany 
B Iceland 
Biran 
B Israel 
B JoRJan 
B Lithuania 
B Nepal 
B Nigeria 
BOman 
B Poland 
B Russia 
B Slovenia 
u Spain 
B Sweden 
u Thailand 
uUAE 
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Form wise Distribution of Papers 
Table-4.7 along with graph shows the Form wise distribution of papers. 
Research support is the most prominent language in the publication of the 
subject 'chicken pox'. Case report is on second rank and Article is on the third 
rank. 
Table-4.7 FORM WISE DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
FORM 
Research support 
Case report 
Article 
Review 
English abstract 
Letter 
Comparative study 
Comment 
Multicenter study 
Randomized controlled trial 
Editorial 
Evaluation study 
Conference 
Validation study 
Meta analysis 
Books and Document 
Clinical conference 
Congresses 
Patient education handout 
Technical report 
webcasts 
Lectures 
TOTAL 
TOTAL* 
800 
507 
343 
324 
222 
183 
107 
100 
53 
49 
33 
15 
6 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2148 
PERCENTAGE 
37.243 
23.603 
15.968 
15.083 
10.335 
8.5195 
4.981 
4.655 
2.467 
2.281 
1.536 
0.698 
0.279 
0.232 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.139 
0.093 
0.046 
0.046 
0.046 
1 
( 
*Above 
Form 
total exceeds 2148, as some of the publications belong to two or more 
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LEVEL-2 CITATION ANALYSIS 
To carry out citation analysis, references of only 100 publications of chicken 
pox literature were noted from PubMed .Total number of citations came out to 
be 2034. These citations were analyzed to determine the most cited author. 
most cited journal and half life of the subject. 
Table 4.8 shows chronological distribution of cited literature. It shows 98.62 of 
cited literature come from 44 years (1969-2012) out of total 67years. 
Table 4.8 CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
YEAR 
1946 
1948-49 
1952-53 
1956-57 
1959 
1961-63 
1965-67 
1969-2012 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
CITATION 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
6 
12 
2006 
2034 
PERCENTAGE 
0.049 
0.147 
0.098 
0.147 
0.049 
0.294 
0.589 
98.62 
CUMULATIVE 
PERCENTAGE 
0.049 
0.196 
0.294 
0.442 
0.491 
0.786 
1.376 
100 
Table 4.9 along with graph shows Half-life period of the subject from 2012 to 
2004. Half-life indicates the rate of obsolescence of a discipline. Half number 
of citations of 2034 references i.e. 1010 citations have been identified in 2004. 
Here 9 years provide approximately 50% of the literature which is cited. 
Hence, half life period comes out to be 9 years. 
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Table-4.9 HALF-LIFE OF LITERATURE 
SNO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
YEAR 
2012 
2011 
2010 
2009 
2008 
2007 
2006 
2005 
2004 
TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
CITATION 
6 
46 
101 
94 
165 
186 
165 
119 
128 
1010 
PERCENTAGE 
0.59 
4.55 
10 
9.30 
16.33 
18.41 
16.33 
11.78 
12.67 
CUMULATIVE 
PERCENTAGE 
5.544 
5.148 
1 
15.148 ' 
1 
24.455 
40.792 
59.207 
75.544 
87.326 
100 
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
YEAR 
I Total 
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Ranked List of Cited Authors 
A ranked list of 5,623 cited authors has been prepared. It shows most 
frequently cited authors in the litrature on 'chicken pox' for the period 2003-
2012. 
Table-4.10 shows that Seward JF is the most cited author. Gershon AA is on 
the 2"^ * rank and Schmid DS is on the ?>"^ rank . 
TabIe-4.10 Ranked List of Cited Authors 
RAN 
K 
1 
2 
3 
4 
CITED 
AUTHOR 
Seward JF 
Gershon AA 
Schmid DS 
Arvin AM 
CITED YEAR 
2000(8),2002(9),2003(1.),2004(2). 
2005(15),2006(19),2007(11),2008(26).200 
9(3) 
1972(1), 1974(1), 1978(1), 1982(1), 
1984(4), 1987(1),1988(3).1989(1). 
1991 (4), 1994(2), 1995(2), 1996( 1). 
1997( 1), 1998(4),2000(5),2001 (6). 
2002(1),2003(2),2004(7),2005(8), 
2006(3),2007(8),2008( 16),2009( 1), 
2010(4),2011(5) 
2000(6), 2003(1),2004(10), 
2006(13),2007(13),2008(10),2009(7). 
2010(9),2011(4) 
1980(1), 1984(1), 1986(2), 1989(3), 
1991(2),1992(3),1993(1), 
1995(2),1996(7),1997(1),1998(2), 
2001(6),2002(1), 
2004(2),2005(3),2006(7),2007(5), 
2008(4),2009(3),2010(3),2011(3) 
Total 
94 
93 
73 
62 
i 
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5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Breuer J 
Jumaan AO 
Mahalingam R 
Gilden DH 
Steinberg SP 
Chaves SS 
Grose C 
1996(1), 1997(3), 
2001(1),2002(8),2003(3),2004(3), 
2005(1),2006(3),2007(7),2008(8), 
2009(7), 
2010(11),2011(4) 
2000(5), 2002(10), 
2004(2),2005(23),2006(7), 
2008(5),2009(2),2010(4) 
1990(1),1991(1),1992(4), 1994(1). 
1996(4), 1998(2), 
2000(2),2001 (9),2002(4),2003( 1), 
2004(3),2005(2),2006(1),2007(4), 
2008(2),2009(6),2010(6),2011(2) 
1983(1), 1992(4), 1994(1), 1996(4), 
1998(2),1999(1),2000(2),2001(8),2002(4). 
2003(5),2004(4), 
2006(2),2007(9),2008(2),2009( 1) 
1982(1), 1984(3), 
1987(1),1988(2),1989(1), 1991(4), 1992(6), 
2000(4),2001 (5), 2004(4),2005( 1), 
2007(5),2008(8),2011(2) 
2007(25),2008(13),2009(7) 
1978(1),1979(1),1980(1),1981(2). 1983(2). 
1986(0,1987(1), 1990(2), 1992(1). 
1995(1),1996(1),1997(1),1998(1). 2001(4). 
2003(4), 2005(2),2006(7),2007( 1 ),2008( 1). 
2009(1),2010(5) 
60 
58 
55 
50 
47 
l 5 ' 
41 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Wutzler P 
Loparev VN 
Takahashi M 
Yamanishi K 
Wellish M 
Marin M 
Mascola L 
Cohrs RJ 
1997(1), 2000(1),2001(3), 
2003(7),2004(10), 
2006(3),2007(5),2008(4),2009(6) 
2000(6), 2004(10), 
2006( 11 ),2007(8),2008(2),2009( 1) 
1974(6), 1982(2), 
1984( 1), 1985(2), 1986(2), 1987( 1), 1989( 1). 
1996(1), 1998(1), 
2000(2),2001(3),2002(8),2003(1). 
2004(1), 2008(3) 
1985(2),1986(2), 1989(1), 1994(1). 
1998(3), 2000(2),2001(1),2002(8).2003(1). 
2004(2), 2006(1 ),2007(1),2008(7). 2010(2) 
1983(1), 1990(1), 1991(1), 1992(4). 
1994(1), 1996(4), 1998(2), 
2001 (5),2002( 1), 2006( 1 ),2007(2). 
2009(6),2010(3),2011(1) 
1999(1), 2005(1), 2007(16).2008(13). 
2010(1) 
1999(0,2002(10), 2004(2). 
2007(9),2008(7),2009(3) 
1994( 1), 1999( 1 ),2000(2),2001 (2), 
2003(4),2004(2), 
2006(1),2007(5),2008(2),2009(1). 
2010(5),2011(5) 
40 
38 
35 
34 
33 
32 
^2 
31 
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20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Levin MJ 
LaRussa P 
Sauerbrei A 
Zhang JX 
Asano Y 
Centers for 
Disease 
Control and 
Prevention 
(CDC) 
Cohen JI 
Edmunds WJ 
Guris D 
1980(2), 1983(1), 1994(1), 1996(2), 
2001(0,2003(3), 
2005(4),2006(2),2007(4),2008(2). 
2009(2),2010(4) 
1984(2), 1991(4), 1992(6), 1994(1), 
1996( 1), 1997(2), 1998(2), 2000(4), 
2002(1), 2007(3), 2010(1) 
1997(0,1998(1), 2000(0,2001(1), 
2003(4),2004(5), 
2006(3),2007(7),2008(0,2009(2), 2011(1) 
2002(9), 2004(2), 2007(9),2008(7) 
1974(6), 1984(0,1985(2), 1989(1), 
1994(1), 1996(2), 1999(2),2000(1). 
2003(2),2004(2), 2008(4) 
1998(0,1999(1), 
2003(2),2004(2),2005( 1 ),2006(3), 
2007(14) 
1993( 1), 1994(2), 1996( 1), 1997(2), 1998(2), 
2000(3), 2002(1), 
2004(3 ),2005(2),2006( 1 ),2007(2), 
2009(2),2010(2) 
1997( 1), 1999( 1 ),2000(3),2001 (1 ),2002(5). 
2003(5), 2006(1), 2008(6) 
2006(4),2007(10,2008(8) 
28 
27 
27 
27 
24 
24 
24 
23 
23 
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29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Heininger U 
Gilden D 
Given R 
Gershon A 
Rentier B 
Watson BM 
Gershon MD 
Gray WL 
Harpaz R 
Wharton M 
Arvin A 
Zerboni L 
2001 (1), 2005(3),2006( 15),2007(2), 
2009(1),2010(1) 
1986(1), 1990(1),1991(1), 2004(1), 
2009(6),2010(7),2011(5) 
2007(9),2008(9),2009(3), 
1973(0,1974(1), 1990(1), 1992(6), 
1995(1), 1997(1),1998(2), 2002(1), 
2006(1),2007(1), 2009(5) 
1994( 1), 1995(2), 1996(4), 2004(6), 
2007(1),2008(2),2009(5) 
1993(3), 2002(9), 2008(9) 
1989(1), 1994(1), 1995(2), 
2003(2),2004(3), 
2006(2),2007( 1 ),2008(3 ),2009(2), 
2010(2),2011(1) 
1992(2), 1998(1), 1999(1), 
2001(4),2002(3),2003(1),2004(2). 
2005(2), 2007(1 ),2008(2), 2011(1) 
2005(9),2006(2), 2008(3),2009(4), 2011(2) 
1994(3), 2000(5), 2002(11),2003(1) 
1981(1), 1988(1), 1991(1), 
1995(1),1996(1), 1998(2), 2002(3), 
2005(2),2006(1),2007(2), 2010(4) 
1997(0,1998(2), 2001(1), 
2004(2),2005(3), 2007(2),2008(2), 2010(6) 
23 
22 
21 
21 
21 
21 
20 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
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41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
Gargiullo P 
Lungu 0 
Miller E 
LaRussa PS 
Rubtcova E 
Galil K 
Krause PR 
MatthewsH 
Brisson M 
Guris D 
Kinchington 
PR 
Mossong J 
Schmid S 
Seward JF; 
Advisory 
Committee on 
Immunization 
Practices 
Abendroth A 
Berbers G 
de Melker H 
2007(10),2008(5),2009(3) 
1988(1), 1992(6), 1995(2), 1998(4). 
2000(2), 2002(1),2003(2) 
1989(1), 1994(4), 1996(3), 2004(3). 
2007(7) 
2001(5), 2004(1), 2007(1),2008(8), 
2011(2) 
2004(3), 2006(5),2007(9) 
1997(1), 2002(11), 2005(4) 
1995(2), 2000(12), 2003(2) 
1991(2), 1996(1), 2002(5), 2004(7). 
2006(1) 
2000(3),2001(1),2002(5),2003(5), 2005( 1) 
2007(15) 
1985(1), 1990(2), 1992(1),1993(1). 
1998(2), 2003(1), 2006(4),2007(2). 
2011(1) 
2004(2), 2007(7),2008(6), 
2007(15) 
2007(15) 
2003(3), 2006(4),2007(2). 2010(5). 
2006(7),2007(7) 
2006(7),2007(7) 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
• 1 
14 
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58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
Gabutti G 
Jones L 
Seward J 
Watson B 
Gomi Y 
Rota MC 
Riimke H 
Sadzot-
Deivaux C 
von Kries R 
Weinberg A 
Zhou F 
Ferguson NM 
GayNJ 
Kennedy PG 
Kleinschmidt-
DeMasters BK 
2001(1),2002(2),2003(1),2006(1), 
2007(7),2008(2) 
2006(1 ),2007(9),2008(4) 
2002(12), 2008(2) 
1995(1),1996(1),2003(1),2004(7), 
2008(2), 2010(1), 2012(1) 
2000(2),2001 (2),2002(5), 2004( 1 ),2006( 1), 
2008(2) 
2001(1),2002(2), 2004(1), 2007(8),2008(1) 
2006(8), 2009(5) 
1994(2),1995(2), 2005(1), 
2007(1),2008(2),2009(5) 
2001 (5),2002( 1), 2006(2),2007(2),2008( 1), 
2010(2) 
1996(1), 2001(1), 2003(2), 
2005(4),2006(2), 2009(1),2010(2) 
2005(9), 2008(1), 2011(3) 
1996(2), 2003(1), 
2005(1),2006(3),2007(1),2008(3), 
2009(1) 
2000(3 ),2001 (1 ),2002(2),2003(3), 
2004(3) 
1998(1), 2000(2), 
2003( 1 ),2004(2),2005(2), 2007(2), 
2010(2), 
1996(1), 1998(2), 2000(2),2001(5), 
2007(1), 2011(1) 
14 
14 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 
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73 
74 
75 
76 
11 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
MoriY 
Slobedman B 
Van Damme P 
Black S 
Cohrs R 
Grote V 
Malavige GN 
Maupin TJ 
Nagel MA 
Nguyen HQ 
Perella D 
Quinlivan M 
Sharrar RG 
Shinefield H 
Straus SE 
Tipples G 
Traina-Dorge 
V 
2002(5), 2004(2), 2007(1),2008(2), 
2010(2) 
1997(1), 2003(3), 
2006(4),2007(2),2008(1), 2010(1) 
2003( 1), 2006( 1 ),2007(7),2008( 1 ),2009( 1), 
2012(1) 
2001(1), 2004(7),2005(2),2006(1) 
1990(1), 1991(1), 1992(4), 1996(3), 1998(2) 
2006(2),2007(0,2008(5), 2010(3) 
2006(1 ),2007(6),2008(4), 
2002(9), 2004(2) 
2007(2),2008(2),2009(1),2010(2), 
2011(4) 
2005(11) 
2008(9), 2010(1), 2012(1) 
2002(3), 2005( 1 ),2006( 1 ),2007( 1). 
2010(4),2011(1) 
2000(3), 2008(8) 
2001(1), 2004(7),2005(2),2006(1) 
1981(1), 1983(1),1984(1).1985(1). 
1994(1), 1996(1), 2005(4), 2009(1) 
2004(7), 2010(4) 
2002(3), 2004(2), 2007(4),2008(1). 
2010(1) 
12 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
II 
11 
11 
11 
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20 Authors have been cited in 10 Articles each. 
27 Authors have been cited in 9 Articles each. 
30 Authors have been cited in 8 Articles each. 
55 Authors have been cited in 7 Articles each. 
54 Authors have been cited in 6 Articles each. 
84 Authors have been cited in 5 Articles each. 
146 Authors have been cited in 4 Articles each. 
225 Authors have been cited in 3 Articles each. 
741 Authors have been cited in 2 Articles each. 
4152 Authors have been cited in 1 Article each. 
Ranked List of Cited Journals 
Table-4.11 shows ranked list of cited journals. It gives most frequently used 
journal by research scientists on 'chicken pox*. The list of total 480 cited 
journals shows that 'Journal of virology' with 192 articles is the most cited 
journal. 'The Journal of infectious diseases' with 145 articles is on the 2"' rank 
and 'Vaccine' with 81 articles is on 3"^*^  rank. 
Table-4.11 RANKED LIST OF CITED JOURNALS 
RANK 
1 
JOURNAL 
Journal of virology 
CITED YEAR 
1974(1), 1979(1), 1981(2), 1983(1). 
1984(1), 1985(3), 1986(1), 1987(1). 
1988(2), 1989(4), 1990(2), 1992(9). 
1993(2), 1994(5), 1995(4), 1996(1). 
1997(4), 1998(2), 1999(3). 2000(10). 
2001(2), 2002(18), 2003(7), 2004( 12). 
2005(11), 2006(24), 2007(26), 2008(11). 
2009(7), 2010(11), 2011(4) 
Total 
192 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
The Journal of 
infectious diseases 
Vaccine 
The Pediatric 
infectious disease 
journal 
The New England 
journal of medicine 
Pediatrics 
Proceedings of the 
National Academy of 
Sciences of the 
United States of 
America 
1974(1), 1977(1), 1982(1), 1983(2). 145 
1984(1), 1985(2), 1986(3), 1987(1), 
1988(3), 1991(4), 1992(6), 1994(4), 
1995(3), 1996(9), 1997(4), 1998(9), 
2000(8), 2002(7), 2003(2). 2004(7). 
2005(4), 2006(1), 2007(6), 2008(47). 
2009(0,2010(2), 2011(5). 2012(1) i 
1991(2), 1995(1), 1997(3). 1999(1). ' 81 
2000(6), 2001(2), 2002(6), 2003(8), 
2004(4), 2005(2), 2006(16), 2007(14). 
2008(5), 2009(1), 2010(7), 2011(3) 
1993(1), 1996(2), 1998(1). 1999(3). 
2000(2), 2001(2), 2002(15). 2003(1). 
2004(16), 2005(5), 2006(9), 2007(3), 
2008(6), 2009(7), 2010(4), 2011(2) 
1962(1), 1965(1), 1967(1). 1969(1). 
1974(1), 1980(2), 1981(2), 1983(1). 
1984(4), 1986(1), 1988(2), 1990(1), 
1991(6), 1994(4), 1996(1). 2000(2). 
2001(8), 2002(6), 2003(1), 2004(1). 
2005(16), 2006(1), 2007(10) 
1963(1), 1967(1), 1969(1), 1972(1), 
1975(1), 1980(1), 1981(4), 1982(2), 
1986(7), 1987(1), 1990(1), 1991(2), 
1993(3), 1999(1),-2000(1), 2001(7), 
2002(2), 2003(1), 2004(6), 2005(1), 
2006(9), 2007(6), 2008(8), 2010(2), 
2011(1) 
1976(1), 1982(1), 1988(1), 1991(1), 
1993(1), 1995(1), 1996(4), 1998(5). 
2000(1), 2001(1), 2003(1), 2004(3). 
2005(3), 2006(3), 2007(10), 2008(2). 
2009(1), 2010(2), 2011(1) 
79 
74 
71 
43 
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Journal of medical 
virology 
1984(1), 
1990(2), 
1997(2), 
2004(3), 
2008(1), 
1987(2), 
1993(1), 
1998(2), 
2005(1), 
2009(1) 
1988(1), 1989(1). 
1994(1), 1996(1). 
2000(3), 2003(15). 
2006(1), 2007(2). 
Epidemiology and 
infection 
1992(2), 
2002(8), 
2007(1), 
2012(2) 
1993(5), 2000(3), 2001(5). 
2004(6), 2005(1), 2006(1). 
2008(1), 2009(2), 2010(2). 
10 Virology 1980(1), 
1993(1), 
1998(3), 
2005(1), 
2010(2) 
1987(2), 1990(1), 1992(3). 
1994(1), 1995(2), 1997(1). 
2000(1), 2001(11), 2002(1). 
2006(1), 2007(4), 2008(3). 
11 Journal of clinical 
microbiology 
1978(2), 1980(1), 1984(2), 1993(2). 
1994(1), 1995(2), 1996(2), 1997(2). 
2000(6), 2001(l),-2004(3), 2005(2). 
2006(1), 2007(6), 2009(2), 2010(1). 
2011(0,2012(1) 
12 Lancet 1948(1), 1952(1), 1974(6), 1978(2). 
1987(2), 1989(1), 1991(1), 1994(4). 
1995(1), 1997(1), 2002(2). 2006(14) 
13 The Journal of 
general virology 
1973(1), 1979(2), 1982(1), 1983(2). 
1984(1), 1986(6), 1992(3), 1993(1). 
1994(1), 1995(3), 2000(1), 2002(2). 
2004(1), 2005(3), 2006(2), 2008(1). 
2009(1), 2010(4) 
14 JAMA : the j ournal 
of the American 
Medical Association 
1971(1), 1974(1), 1984(2), 1994(1). 
2000(3), 2002(9), 2003(1), 2004(3). 
2005(8), 2006(1), 2007(1) 
31 
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15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Clinical infectious 
diseases : an official 
publication of the 
Infectious Diseases 
Society of America 
MMWR 
Recommendations 
and reports : 
Morbidity and 
mortality weekly 
report 
Recommendations 
and reports 
The Journal of 
pediatrics 
Journal of virological 
methods 
Science 
Clinical microbiology 
reviews 
Journal of clinical 
virology : the official 
publication of the Pan 
American Society for 
Clinical Virology 
MMWR Morbidity 
and mortality weekly 
report 
1988(1), 1994(1), 1995(1), 1997(1). 
2001(1), 2002(2), 2005(1), 2006(3). 
2007(3), 2008( 1), 2009(3), 2010( 1). 
2011(4) 
1998(1), 2005(1), 2006(1), 2007(15). 
2008(3) 
1946(1), 1981(2), 1982(1). 1984(1). 
1985(1), 1987(2), 1994(1). 1995(2). 
1996(1), 1997(2), 1998(1). 2001(1). 
2003(2), 2006(2) 
1986(1), 1990(2), 1995(1). 1996(1). 
2002(2), 2005(3), 2006(5). 2007(2). 
2009(2) 
1982(1), 1991(1),,1997(4), 1998(1). 
2001(1), 2002(2), 2003(1). 2004(1). 
2005(2), 2006(1), 2007(3), 2009(1) 
1994(1), 1996(5), 1999(1), 2001(1). 
2003(1), 2005(2), 2010(4) 
1999(1), 2003(2), 2005(2), 2006(3). 
2009(2), 2010(2), 2011(1) 
1984(1), 1989(1),"1998(1). 1999(1), 
2003(2), 2004(2), 2005(1), 2006(3). 
2008(1) 
23 
i 
21 
20 
j 
i 
1 
19 
19 
15 
13 
13 
1 
1 
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23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
The Journal of 
infection 
European journal of 
pediatrics 
Nature 
Current topics in 
microbiology and 
immunology 
Neurology 
PLoS pathogens 
Journal of 
neurovirology 
Journal of the 
American Academy 
of Dermatology 
The American journal 
of tropical medicine 
and hygiene 
The Journal of 
biological chemistry 
Tropical medicine & 
international health : 
TM&IH 
American journal of 
epidemiology 
Blood 
1987(1), 1998(2), 1999(1), 2001(1). 
2002(2), 2005(1),"2007(1), 2008(3), 
2009(1) 
1993(1), 1997(1), 2002(1), 2003(1), 
2005(2), 2006(3), 2008(2), 2010(1) 
1983(1), 1995(1), 1997(1), 2004(2), 
2005(1), 2006(2), 2008(3), 2009(1) 
2008(0,2010(10) 
1980(2), 1988(1), 1995(1), 1996(1). 
1999(1), 2000(1), 2007(1), 2009(1). 
2010(1), 2011(1) 
2007(1), 2008(1), 2009(5). 2010(2). 
2011(1) 
1998(2) ,2001(1,) 2002(1). 2010(4) 
,2011(1) 
1984(2), 1986( 1), 1994( 1). 1998( 1) 
,2002(1), 2006(1), 2007(1) .2009(!) 
2001(6) ,2005(1), 2007(1) .2008(1) 
1990(1) ,1995(1) ,1996(1) .2001( 1) 
2002(1) ,2005(1) ,2006(3) 
1998(6) ,2000(2) ,2002(1) 
1983(1), 1994(2) ,2001(1) ,2006(1) 
2008(3) 
1981(1), 1983(1),1995(1), 1999(1) 
,2003(1), 2007(1), 2008(1), 2011{ 1) 
13 
12 
12 
I! 
11 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
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APPLICATION OF BIBLIOMETRICS LAWS 
Bradford's law of scattering of articles 
Bradford's law states that "if scientific journals are arranged according to their 
decreasing productivity of articles on a given subject they may be divided into 
a nucleus of periodicals more particularly devoted to the subject and several 
groups or zones each zone have nearly same number of articles". 
•J 
The fomiula is 1: n: n 
Where 1 is the number of periodicals and n is a multiplier. 
To check the validity of this law, 762 journals were divided into three zones 
according to their productivity. In the first zone, 24 journals contained 653 
articles; in the second zone 157 journals contained 768 articles and remaining 
581 journals contained 727 articles in the third zone. 
Table-4.12 Bradford's law of scattering of articles 
Zone 
,ST 
2nd 
3rd 
Number of 
Journals 
24 
157 
581 
Cumulative 
number of 
Journals 
24 
181 
762 
No of articles 
653 
768 
727 
Cumulative 
number of 
articles 
653 
1421 
2148 
Here, 157=120=24x5 (approx) 
And 581=600=24x5x5 (approx) 
Therefore, now the series is 24:24x5: 24x5x5 
On substituting, 5=n we get, 
24:24n:24 n^  
i.e. l:n:n^ 
(Where 1 is the number of journals in the nucleus and n is a multiplier). 
The number of journals in the nucleus can be obtained by plotting f (r) and log 
n on semi logarithms graph, where f (r) is cumulative frequency and log n is 
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log of rank of journals as shown in the graph. This graph is drawn with the help 
of data analyzed and computed in table-4.12 
The log value of 24 journals in the first zone is 1.38 
The log value of 181 journals in the second zone 2.25 
And the log value of 762 journals in the third zone is 2.88 
Taking log n on X-axis and number of items in each on Y-axis a graph \\ as 
plotted as shown. The Bibliograph thus obtained is found to be. by and large. 
similar to Bradford's bibliograph. As the graph begins as a rising cune API 
and continues as a staright line, the rising part of the graph represents the 
nucleus of highly productive journals. The points pi. p2 and p3 on the 
bibliography are the boundaries of three equiproductive zones in which almost 
the same number of articles as the nucleus (represented by O Y1 = \ 1 \ 2 = 
y2y3) derived from an increasing large number of journals (represented bs 
0X1, X1X2 and X2X3). The Bradford's law is thus proved. 
BRADFORD'S BiBLiOGRAPH 
v% 
on 
< 
u. 
O 
oe 
UJ 
3 
3 
u 
xl 
CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF JOURNALS[LOG(n) 
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Lotka's Inverse Square Law of scientific productivity 
The Lotka's inverse square law states the number of scientists who 
contribute n papers will be 1/n of those contributing only one paper. 
Table-4.13 RANKING OF AUTHORS 
No of authors 
6169 
679 
203 
81 
No of papers 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Scientist contributing two papers 
According to Lotka's inverse square law 
Number of scientists publishing n papers^ no. of scientists publishing one 
paper/n^ 
Where n= Number of papers 
On substituting n=2 in the above Formula 
No. of scientist publishing 2 papers = 6169/2^ 
= 6169/4 
- 1542.25 
During the analysis it was found that 679 authors have contributed 2 papers 
each, which is far less than the calculated figure i.e. 1542.25. Ho\\e\er. 
according to Lotka's Law it should be 1542.25 authors which is far more than 
the actual figure. 
Scientist contributing three papers 
On substituting, n=3 
No. of scientist publishing 3 papers =6169/3^ 
=6169/9 
= 685.44 
During the analysis it was found that only 203 authors contributed 3 
papers each, which is less than the calculated figure i.e. 685.44 
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Scientist contributing four papers 
No. of scientist publishing 4 papers=6169/4^ 
= 6169/16 
= 385.56 
The analysis of actual data shows that 81 authors contributed 4 papers each. 
which is less than the calculated figure i.e. 385.56. 
It may, therefore, be concluded that the trends of research have got changed 
now a days as compared to the period when Lotka's law was formulated that is 
why on the basis of the analysis of the present data it is difficult to test the 
validity of Lotka's Law. 
Zipfs Law of frequency of occurrence of words 
Zipf s Law has not been applied as it deals with long textual matter of the 
articles. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FINDINGS AND 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 FINDINGS 
Findings of bibliometric study done on the topic 'chicken pox' for period often 
years (2003-2012) have been obtained on two levels. Level-1 gives the core 
journal of the subject, the most productive authors, most dominant language. 
most productive country and most prominent form of items. Chronological 
analysis of publications and authorship pattern. In level 2. most cited author. 
most cited journal and half life of subject have been evaluated. On the basis of 
bibliometric analysis the following resuhs have been found. 
RESULT OF LEVEL! 
1) Most Productive Authors 
a) Breuer J with 49 publications is on first rank. 
b) Gershon AA with 40 publications is on second rank. 
c) Schmid DS and Seward JF with 39 publications are on third rank. 
2) Most Productive Journal 
a) Vaccine is on first rank with 94 publications and 4.376% of total 
publications. 
b)The Pediatric infectious disease journal is on second rank with 82 
publications and 3.817% of total publications, 
c) The Journal of infectious diseases is on the third rank with 69 publications. 
and 3.212% of total publications. 
3) Most Used Language 
a) English is on first rank with 1817 publicafions and 84.59% of total 
publications. 
b) French is on second rank with 88 publications and 4.096% of total 
publications. 
c) Spanish is on the third rank with 74 publications and 3.445% of total 
publications. 
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4) Most Productive Country 
a) America is on first rank with 786 publications and 36.592% of total 
publications. 
b) United Kingdom is on second rank with 184 publications and 8.566% of 
total publications. 
c) France is on the third rank with 115 publications and 5.353% of total 
publications. 
5) Most Used Form 
a) Research support is on first rank with 800 total and 37.243% of total 
publication. 
b) Case report is on second rank with 507 total and 23.603% of lotal 
publication. 
c) Article is on the third rank with 343 total and 15.968% of total publication. 
6) Authorship Pattern 
Out of total 7,281 authors, authorship pattern is as follows: 
a) Only Single Authorship- 157 authors. 
b) Single and Multiple Authorship-71 authors. 
c) Only Multiple Authorship-7053 authors. 
RESULT OF LEVEL-2 
1) Most Cited Authors 
a) Seward JF, cited 94 times is the most cited author. 
b) Gershon AA, cited 93 times is second most cited authors. 
c) Schmid DS, cited 73 times is the third most cited author. 
2) Most Cited Journal 
a) Journal of virology, 192 times is the most cited journal. 
b) The Journal of infectious diseases, 145 times is second most cited journal 
c) Vaccine, 81 times is third most cited journal 
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3) HALF LIFE 
Half life of subject to which the topic of this study belongs i.e. Infectious 
diseases, is found to be 9 years. 
5.2 CONCLUSION 
After going through the results of Level-1 & Level-2 literature, it is found that 
the journals used by the scientist on the topic 'Chicken pox' are not similar at 
the two levels. 
In Level-1 'Vaccine' comes on the first rank while it is on third rank in lev el 2. 
The Pediatric infectious disease journal is on second rank in level 1. while it is 
the 4"' most cited journal in level 2.The Journal of infectious diseases is the 3" 
most productive journal in level 1 while it is 2"^ * most cited journal in le\el 2. 
Journal of virology is the most cited journal in level-2. while it is on 5'' rank in 
level-1. 
In case of ranking of authors the most productive authors is not the most cited 
one. In Level-1 Breuer J is the most productive author with the rank first 
while he is the 5"^  most cited author in level -2. Gershon AA is on 2"^^ rank in 
both the levels. Schmid DS and Seward JF are share the 3'^ '' rank in level-
1,while Schmid DS is on the 3'^ '^  rank in level-2 . Seward JF. the 3"' most 
productive author in level 1, is on 1^ ' rank among cited authors in level 2. 
An obvious finding is the quantity and quality do not always coincide, as ii is 
seen that the most productive journal as well as most productive author, having 
the largest quantity are not the most cited i.e. qualitative they are not the best. 
So in the end it is observed that the study at both levels tells us some w hat 
about the nature and characteristics of the journals and authors who are 
engaged in producing papers on 'Chicken pox'. But at the same time it is 
important to mendon some of the limitation mainly in Level-2. as onl> 100 
publications yielding 2034 citations have been taken for citation analysis, there 
is chance of wrong findings specially in case of the core journals. 
Regarding the laws of Bibliometrics, Lotka's Law could not be proved ma\ be 
because of the prevalence of multiple authorship nowadays. Zipf s Law could 
not be applied because it refers to counting of words in long textual matter. 
Bradford's Law was studied and it was proved. 
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